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ABSTRACT
Fractures in rock hold important stores of water and petroleum, and slight changes in
fracture aperture accompanying drawdown from pumping wells play a key role in recovering
these resources. Four accomplishments are described that advance insight into the behavior
and characterization of fractured crystalline rock.
First was the development of two removable borehole extensometers that enable small
axial displacements to be measured during hydraulic well tests. The extensometers consist of
four major components: 1.) a pair of anchors; 2.) a displacement transducer 3.) a registration
system, and; 4.) a temperature-compensated reference rod. One extensometer uses an axial
reference rod with multiple, low-profile anchors, whereas another uses an offset reference
rod with a single pair of anchors. Both designs can be readily mobilized and are capable of
resolving sub-micron displacements in boreholes.
Second, hydromechanical well tests were developed using the extensometers to measure
the axial displacement of borehole walls during conventional slug and constant-rate pumping
tests. These displacements were dominated by changes in fracture aperture. Results from
well tests in fractured gneiss near Clemson, SC, were characterized by maximum head
changes up to 10m and accompanying maximum aperture changes ranging from 0.4 µm to
14.0 µm. Plotting the aperture change as a function of drawdown yielded plots having
distinctly different shapes for different formation properties.
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Third, a numerical model that couples elastic deformation and fluid flow in a single
fracture was used to predict aperture changes and pressures resulting from well tests.
Analytical solutions for pressure were used to validate the model for idealized conditions.
Model predictions of displacement for idealized fractures provided fundamental insights that
were used to understand the response of more complicated formations found in the field.
Fourth was the development of procedures to estimate subsurface properties. Field
measurements of pressure and displacement, obtained using the extensometer, were used to
infer hydraulic, mechanical, and geometric properties of the subsurface formations.
Analytical methods were used to obtain initial estimates, which were then refined using an
optimization software package together with the numerical model. The results indicated the
characterization of hydraulic well tests in fractured rock could be improved by measuring
and interpreting displacements along with pressure changes.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
Fractures are the primary conduits of groundwater flow in low permeability rock, and
considerable effort has been put forth to characterize the hydrologic properties of both
individual cracks and their networks (Noorishad and Ayatollahi 1982; Pyrak-Nolte et al.
1987; Davison and Kozak 1988; Barton and Stephansson 1990; Martel and Peterson 1991;
Myer et al. 1995; Olsson and Gale 1995; Hsieh and Shapiro 1996; National Research Council
1996; Faybishenko et al. 2000; Rutqvist and Stephansson 2003; Zimmerman and Main 2004).
Flow occurs primarily within a discrete network of fractures and is strongly influenced by the
size, connectivity, shape and geometry of the individual fractures (Long and Witherspoon
1985).
Fractures consist of two opposing rough surfaces in partial contact (Pollard and Aydin
1988). Asperities on one surface press against the opposing surface while fluid-filled voids
occur where the two surfaces are separated (Gangi 1978; Tsang and Witherspoon 1981). The
sum of the local areas in contact over the entire fracture is defined as the contact area ratio,
which is always a fraction of the total area of a fracture surface. Stress on the contacting
asperities and fluid pressure in the voids hold the fracture open (Murdoch and Germanovich
2006). The magnitude of the separation between opposing surfaces within the void space is
known as the fracture aperture (Snow 1965). The aperture is highly variable along the length
of the fracture and influences both the hydraulic and mechanical properties of the fracture
(Pyrak-Nolte et al. 1987).
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The aperture of a fracture changes when subjected to a change in applied stress, which
accompanies fluctuation in fluid pressure. Increasing fluid pressure opens the aperture,
which in turn affects the distribution of fluid pressure. This interaction between the
mechanical and hydraulic processes is known in the earth sciences as “hydromechanical
(HM) coupling” of fractures (Rutqvist and Stephansson 2003).
Hydraulic well tests are performed to obtain estimates of aquifer properties, such as
transmissivity and storativity (Kruseman and deRidder 1994; Butler 1998). Water is injected
or removed while flow rate and hydraulic head in a well are monitored. In some cases,
hydraulic head is also monitored in observation wells neighboring the pumping well.
Aquifer properties are then estimated using head measurements in the wells and inverting
forward theoretical models that predict those head measurements (Streltsova 1988).
Graphical methods for inverting the forward models were developed decades ago before
computers were available (Theis 1935; Cooper and Jacob 1946; Hvorslev 1951), and today,
computer-based inverse methods are readily available (Doherty 2004; Poeter et al. 2005;
Waterloo Hydrogeologic Inc. 2005; HydroSOLVE inc. 2006) for interpreting hydraulic well
tests.
The resolution of aquifer tests can be sharpened by isolating a short interval of a long,
open well using a pair of inflatable seals called “packers” (Figure 1). Hydraulic well tests
with packers can be repeated at multiple depths to create profiles of aquifer properties along
wellbores (Davison and Keys 1982). These profiles are particularly useful in fractured rock
aquifers where the properties (e.g. transmissivity and storativity) can vary sharply in response
to variations in geometry of the fracture network (Hsieh and Shapiro 1993).
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Figure 1

Fluid injection into a well with a fracture isolated by packers.

By isolating discrete intervals, packer tests provide information about changes in aquifer
properties along the length of a well, but commonly those tests assume the aquifer to be
composed of an equivalent porous media, where the aquifer properties are homogeneous
and independent of radial distance from the well (Cooper and Jacob 1946; Jacob and
Lohman 1952). This simplification is used because a variety of distributions of aquifer
properties can produce hydraulic head responses that are similar, so interpretations of
hydraulic head signals can be non-unique (Doe and Remer 1980; Elsworth and Doe 1986).
Naturally occurring fractures typically intersect other fractures to create a network.
These intersections may link one fracture with a more permeable neighbor, or it may be
filled with material that restricts the flow. Analyses of hydraulic tests have been developed
that attempt to describe the geometry and flow within a fracture network (Gringarten and
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Ramey 1974; Barker and Black 1983; Doe and Osnes 1985; Elsworth and Doe 1986;
Karasaki et al. 1988), and solutions have been proposed to identify hydraulic boundaries
(Chapuis 1994; Butler 1997), lateral heterogeneities (Fenske 1984; Streltsova 1988; Grader
1991; James J. Butler and Liu 1993) and aquifer properties, like dual porosity (Moench 1988;
Streltsova 1988). Recent advances have sought to combine other types of data with well test
interpretations to improve subsurface characterization of the aquifer properties
(Lane et al. 2002; Steimle 2002). One approach used is to include an additional signal, such
as a displacement measurement, to reduce the nonuniqueness of the inferred properties. An
advantage of using displacement measurement is that it accounts for the relationship
between changes in effective stress and the deformation of a fracture, which can affect the
response during a hydraulic well test (Murdoch and Germanovich 2006). However,
analytical solutions using displacements of fractured rock were not found in the literature, so
a technique to analyze the measurement was developed.
Motivation
The motivation of this research was to advance current capabilities to characterize HM
properties and behavior of fractured crystalline rock. Properties of the subsurface may be
determined locally through wellbores, but they cannot be directly observed over an extended
distance; therefore, estimates of these properties must be indirectly determined from
observed effects. A technique was developed to measure and analyze deformation of
fractured rock that occurs in response to changes in fluid pressure within the geologic
formation. The in-situ measurement of displacement provided information previously
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unavailable, which was used to reduce the non-uniqueness of identifying subsurface
properties, and to characterize the in situ hydromechanical behavior of fractured rock.
A numerical model was used to interpret transient displacement measurements obtained
from well tests in actual formations. Analytical solutions for the displacement were
unavailable. The model assumed ideal geometry of a single, horizontal, fluid-filled,
deformable fracture intersected in the center by a vertical well. To validate the model, head
predictions were compared to available analytical solutions for hydraulic head under
idealized conditions. Then predictions of both head and displacement for various formation
properties were generated to understand the response of an idealized fracture to hydraulic
well tests. Subsequently, the model was inverted to estimate equivalent ideal formation
properties from measurements of head and displacement in actual conditions. These
estimates of formation properties defined an ideal fracture whose response to well tests is
equivalent to that of actual fractured rock.
Dissertation Organization
The first chapter of this dissertation describes fundamental HM properties and the
behavior of deformable fractures in response to changes in fluid pressure. Approaches used
to infer some of these properties are then briefly described. The technique that was
developed depends on accurate measurements of very small displacements within a wellbore.
Therefore, the first phase of the research was to develop an instrument to obtain these
measurements.
Chapter Two describes two extensometers designed specifically to measure micron-scale
displacements between straddle packers during hydraulic well tests. Initially, it was unknown
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if measurable displacements of the wellbore occurred during conventional well tests, but the
extensometers were able to confirm that the rock displaced in response to the fluid pressure
changes.
Chapter Three describes a field technique developed to characterize the HM properties
and behavior of fractured rock. The test methods are detailed and the characterization of
the tests are discussed. This chapter focuses primarily on the techniques and analyses
applied to pumping tests, and compares results to those in another manuscript on slug
testing (Svenson 2006).
Chapter Four describes results from HM well tests simulated using a numerical model.
The model was verified by comparisons to confined aquifer solutions for constant rate
pumping tests with and without wellbore storage, and slug tests. The sensitivity of the
displacement and head predictions to changes in physical properties were compared by
simulating HM well tests and systematically varying individual properties in each case.
Chapter Five describes the analysis used to obtain estimates of physical properties from
the results of field tests described in Chapter Three. Analysis techniques were developed to
obtain initial estimates from comparisons to analytical solutions for confined aquifers, and
results from simulations. The chapter concludes by discussing the refinement of initial
estimates of properties obtained by inverting the model using a parameter estimation
routine.
The techniques and analyses developed in the previous chapters were applied to a field
site, and interpretations of test results are discussed in Chapter Six. The performance of the
extensometers, field methods, analysis, results, important observations made during the
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investigation, and suggestions for future work are described in Chapter Seven. Chapter
Eight summarizes results and the conclusions of the research.
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CHAPTER TWO
REMOVABLE BOREHOLE EXTENSOMETER DESIGN
Mechanical displacements have been measured in wells or borings using borehole
extensometers deployed for geotechnical applications in the vicinity of dams, shafts, or
foundations (Bloyet et al. 1989; Tesarik et al. 2003; Dhawan et al. 2004), and a similar
approach can be used during hydraulic well testing (Martin et al. 1990; Myer 1991;
Thompson and Kozak 1991; Schweisinger and Murdoch 2002; Cornet et al. 2003; Cappa
2005; Cappa et al. 2005; Cappa, Guglielmi, Gaffet et al. 2006). Multiple-point borehole
extensometers, such as the MPBX by Boart Longyear Interfels, can be used to
simultaneously monitor displacements of a set of grouted anchors relative to a reference
datum at the ground surface (Boart Longyear Interfels GmbH 2002). This style of
extensometer uses permanently installed anchors and renders the borehole unusable for
other purposes. In addition, it may be necessary to monitor temperature and correct for the
effects of thermal expansion when using this extensometer (Boisen 1985). An extensometer
by Durham Geo Slope Indicator incorporates rods and tubes of different linear coefficients
of thermal expansion to reduce the effects of temperature changes, but it requires the
displacement measurement to be made from a datum established at the ground surface
(Boisen 1985).
The BOF-EX extensometer (Roctest Telemac), eliminates the reference datum at the
ground surface and uses mechanical anchors so the entire assembly can be retrieved from
the borehole (Capelle et al. 1987). The anchors are sequentially lowered into position and
then locked in place to create a specified gage length. The distal anchor is mounted to rods
and tubes that are lowered downhole, which are then rotated to extend anchor shoes radially
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outward into the borehole wall. This process is repeated for each anchor and may take
several hours for depths greater than 30.5 m (McRae 1995). The A-9 Retrievable
Extensometer by Geokon has an adjustable gage length as well, but uses air pressure to
actuate the anchors (McRae 1995). The anchors on the A-9 depend on air pressure to
maintain their position, so long-term applications would require a stable source of
pressurized air. Their installation requires the user to tension the device by manually
adjusting the position of the anchors from the ground surface to fit the measurement range
of the sensor (McRae 1995). The reported accuracy of the Geokon extensometer is 6 µm
for a standard measurement range of 6 mm, and the Roctest extensometer is accurate to 62
µm for a measurement range of 12.5 mm, according to specifications for those devices
(Roctest Limited 2004). Additionally, thermal expansion effects may influence the accuracy
of these devices.
The use of an extensometer to measure displacements in boreholes has been widely
demonstrated, but available devices have shortcomings for applications involving hydraulic
well tests. A new extensometer design was developed to advance the resolution, mobility
and ease of deployment compared to existing devices (Murdoch et al. 2005). The process of
developing the new design involved iterations of fabrication, evaluation, and modification.
The performance and design of the components are described in the following pages within
this chapter.
Design Requirements
The design problem was to develop a means of measuring axial displacements along a
wellbore that occur due to fractures dilating or contracting during a well test in crystalline
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rock. Previous investigations (Witherspoon and Wang 1980; Bandis et al. 1983) and
preliminary calculations indicated that displacements could be as small as 1 µm but as large
as 100 µm during a hydraulic well test. These results led to a primary objective that the
extensometer should accurately resolve sub-micron displacements over a range of 100 µm.
Another objective was to minimize effects from: fluid pressure variation, temperature
variation, and external interference (packers, pump, etc).
These objectives led to the following specific requirements:
•

Remotely actuated operation to depths of at least 100 m

•

Temperature sensitivity less than 0.5 µm/°C

•

Pressure tolerance of 1 MPa

•

Diameter less than 15 cm to fit within a wellbore

•

Quick assembly

•

Simple positioning

•

Use is nondestructive to the wellbore

Conceptual Overview
The general design evolved from existing extensometer and measurement technology.
Conventional laboratory extensometers attach to tensile test specimens at two locations
separated by a known gage length (ASTM International 2006). The test is conducted such
that overall deformation falls within the specified measurement range of the extensometer.
After a measurement is made, the extensometer may be removed and reattached to a new
test specimen to repeat the process. The overall function of a borehole extensometer differs
slightly in that it must first be deployed at depth within a borehole, registered to the
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appropriate gage length, then remotely anchored to the borehole wall before displacements
can be measured.
Two extensometer designs evolved from these requirements; one is a device centered in
the borehole and the other is offset to the side of the borehole. The offset design measures
the relative displacement of two co-axial invar reference rods anchored along one side of the
wellbore (Figure 2.a). The centered design includes two or three retractable anchors (Figure
2.b). The anchors are arranged around a central axis, such that the extensometer remains
nearly centered. Both designs are intended to be used either in an open borehole, or within
an interval isolated by packers.

Anchor
Anchor
Point

Frame
Registration
Components
Invar
Ref.
LVDT Rod
Temp.
Comp.
Fixture

Anchor

Anchor
Point

LVDT

Registration
Element
Wellbore
b)

a)

Figure 2

Schematic of extensometers set in a borehole a) Offset design b) Centered
design.
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Principal Components
Both extensometer designs consist of principal components that include a displacement
transducer, anchors, reference rods, registration system, and a frame. Some of the individual
components are specific to each extensometer, but others can be readily adapted to either
application.
Displacement measurement
Available displacement measurement technologies were reviewed, and most were
eliminated because their inability to meet the specific requirements seemed difficult to
overcome. Capacitance displacement sensors, for example, are capable of measuring minute
displacements, but they are best suited for applications where the sensor is less than a few
meters away from the data acquisition system; otherwise, the capacitance of the lead wires
may significantly impact the accuracy (Freeman et al. 2004). Strain gages and strain gage
transducers are not readily submersible (Haase 2004). Non-contact optical sensors were
eliminated because variations in the optical quality of the ground water between the sensors
could influence the accuracy of the measurement. Laser interferometry devices were also
considered, but they are not readily submersible and typically violated the size constraint
required to fit downhole. Fiber optic transducers, such as Fabry-Perot devices, are attractive
because they are insensitive to electromagnetic interference from pumps that may be
downhole (Davis 1985; Cappa, Guglielmi, Gaffet et al. 2006). Fiber optic transducers with
the desired accuracy and measurement range were unavailable, and signal conditioning
electronics for fiber optics were prohibitively expensive, when this technology was evaluated
early in the project. Recently, however, Cappa et al. (2006) demonstrated that Fabry-Perot
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transducers can be effectively used in extensometers during well tests, suggesting that this
technology should be reevaluated.
Linear Variable Displacement Transducers (LVDT) were ultimately chosen for the
application because they satisfy the design requirements and offer other desirable features
(Herceg 1976). These additional features include the physical form and capability of being
submerged. The transducers are long and slender and can be hermetically sealed, so they are
suited for submerged applications in narrow boreholes. LVDTs are readily available in a
range of resolutions, and they transmit analog signals that can be handled with simple
electronics and data acquisition systems.
The LVDT used for the project is a Macrosensors Model GHSD-750-050-0625, with a
measurement range of ±1.27mm. The unit requires a DC supply voltage, and outputs a DC
voltage that was transmitted over a 91-m-long cable to a Campbell CR-10x datalogger at the
ground surface. The datalogger was initially set up with a resolution of 0.666 mV and a
range of ±2500 mV. The nominal response of the LVDT was 0.125 µm /mV, so the initial
configuration provided a measurement range of 625 µm and a resolution of 0.08 µm. A
mechanical registration system was sufficient to consistently position the extensometer
within this measurement range. Later measurements were made by changing the datalogger
to resolve 0.066mV within a measurement range of ± 250 mV. This improved resolution
by a factor of 10, but the narrower measurement range required using an external signal
conditioning circuit to manually adjust the zero point of the LVDT to within the range of
the datalogger. The signal conditioner also included a low-pass RC filter with a cutoff
frequency of 160 Hz, a non-inverting amplifier with a gain of 2, and another low-pass filter
used after the amplifier.
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Apparent displacement measurements fluctuated in response to variations in
temperature of the signal conditioner, data acquisition system, and data cable. Air
temperatures varied by as much as 20 ºC/day during testing, so the cable was covered with
an insulating, reflective blanket, and the electronics were stored in an insulated box
containing an ice bath to maintain a stable temperature. Temperature in the insulated
container was monitored with thermocouples.
Anchors
Three types of anchors were developed to temporarily secure the extensometer to the
wellbore wall; two were associated with the offset design and one was used with the centered
design. One of the offset anchors remains set by applying pressure to a pneumatic cylinder
and it is best used for relatively short tests where a reliable source of air pressure can be
ensured. The other two anchors were designed to remain set without application of external
pressure, and so they were best suited for longer applications where it may be logistically
difficult to maintain a constant pressure.
offset design
The anchors for the offset design consisted of a pneumatic cylinder oriented normal to
the reference rod (Figure 3). The pneumatic-pressure-loaded offset anchor used air pressure
applied to the cylinder to push a carbide gripper on the reference rod onto the sidewall of
the wellbore. The other design used springs to push out the carbide gripper. The springloaded offset design was retracted by applying air pressure to a cylinder, which compresses
the springs and retracts the gripper.
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Figure 3

Offset anchor and section of frame with cup and cone system used to register
extensometer into frame.

Stroke length of air cylinders is an important design consideration. The retracted
anchors needed to provide enough clearance between the extensometer and borehole to
ensure the extensometer was not damaged by abrasion against the borehole wall. However,
they need to extend outward far enough so the anchor could be secured in an anomalously
wide spot in the borehole. The stroke length of the spring-loaded offset anchors was 2.5
cm, and this seemed to be a minimal length for ensuring both clearance and secure
anchoring in a 15-cm-diameter borehole. The stroke length of the pressure-loaded design
was 5 cm, and this longer length made the design better suited to applications in boreholes
where the diameter is variable.
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The offset anchors were designed to temporarily fasten the extensometer to the
mounting frame when the anchor cylinders are retracted. A cone-shaped piece was attached
on the end of the air cylinder rod. A plate with a beveled hole matching the taper on the
cone was fixed to the frame, and the anchor was assembled so the rod passed through the
beveled hole. Retracting the cylinder pulled the cone into the beveled hole and both held
the extensometer in place and located it on the frame. Extending the cylinder released the
cone from the hole and the extensometer was then completely free to move within the
confines of the hole. The hole on the prototype was 5 cm in diameter and the cylinder rod
was 1.9 cm across, so the anchor rod could move approximately 1.5 cm in the plane of the
hole after it had been released from the frame.
The anchors were designed to grip hard rock, such as granite. Initial tests used sharp
carbide points and the anchors pushed on these points with up to several hundred pounds
of force. The pointed anchors made from tungsten carbide appeared to remain fixed in
position—no evidence for slip was ever observed. However, an hour or more was often
required for displacement measurements to stabilize after the anchors were set. This was
believed to be caused by crushing of the minerals beneath the sharp points. Carbide
grippers 12 mm in diameter and consisting of many shallow triangular points were used in
later implementations. Displacement readings stabilized in 10 minutes or less using anchors
with multi-point grippers.
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centered design
The centered design included an assembly of three anchors that could be extended
simultaneously to suspend the extensometer near the center of the wellbore. The anchors in
the assembly were modular and could be interchanged, or possibly used by themselves, so
the individual anchors will be described separately from the assembly.
The anchors in the centered design consisted of a sliding wedge that deployed against a
block on a spring-steel beam (Figure 4). A pneumatic cylinder was used to slide the wedge
against the block, pushing it outward. A carbide point or gripper on the block anchored into
the borehole wall. Retracting the cylinder reversed the process and the spring-steel beam
returned the block to its original position.
The wedge slid along a linear ratchet, and a pawl on the wedge engaged the ratchet,
which prevented it from moving backward should air pressure to the cylinder be reduced.
The pawl was disengaged, however, when the air cylinder was retracted. The linear ratchet
allowed the anchor to remain set without a continuous supply of air pressure, whereas the
retractable pawl allowed the anchor to be retracted and removed.
The prototype anchors were housed in square steel tubing, 2.5 cm on a side, and the
entire device was approximately 40 cm long. The anchor points moved outward normal to
the long axis of the anchor, and the stroke length was 1.2 cm. This caused the effective
stroke length of an assembly of three anchors to be similar to the 2.5-cm-long stroke for the
spring-loaded offset design.
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Figure 4

Exploded Cross-Section of
Wedge & Locking Mechanism

Self-locking actuator with exploded view of wedge and locking mechanism.

Reference rods
Reference rods determined the spacing between the anchors, and thus the gage length
for the extensometer. They were constructed of 1.2-cm-diameter invar, a nickel-iron alloy
with a low coefficient of thermal expansion, in order to reduce the effects of temperature
changes on the gage length. Gage lengths of 1 m and 2 m were used in the prototypes,
although most testing was done with the 2-m-long rods. The thermal sensitivity of the 2-mlong reference rods alone was 2.4 µm/°C, using the coefficient of thermal expansion of
Invar 36 given by the supplier (Eagle Alloys Corporation 2005).
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The signal from the LVDT was affected by temperature (-0.3 µm/°C), so mounting
brackets were designed that would compensate for the thermal expansion of both the invar
and the LVDT. The offset design included an aluminum mounting bracket for the LVDT,
whereas the centered design used brass mounting sleeves for the reference rods. Lengths of
the mounts were chosen so their thermal expansion would offset the expansion of the invar
and LVDT. The lengths were calculated based on published values for the thermal
coefficients of the metals and the thermal sensitivity of the LVDT (Oberg et al. 1996).
The reference rods move coaxially during a test, and it was desired to limit the
magnitude of displacement to the maximum length that could be measured by the LVDT.
Each design included a stop that prevented the rods from separating more than a specified
distance. The rods in the offset design were milled to half-rounds, so that approximately 10
cm of the rods overlapped. A rectangular groove was milled across one rod and a raised
tongue was milled in the other rod. The width of the tongue was narrower than the groove
by the stroke length of the LVDT. The overlapping interval was contained within sleeve
bearings, so the rods could move freely along their axis, but the extent of their movement
was limited by the tongue and groove.
Registration components
The registration component returned the reference rods to a consistent position and
locked them in place. This ensured that the LVDT was in the same position at the start of
each test, which allowed a relatively short stroke and high resolution sensor to be used.
Moreover, locking the reference rods in place helped to prevent damage during transport.
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Registration in the offset design was implemented by drilling a 0.64-cm-diameter hole
normal to the flats where the half-round intervals of the reference rods overlap (Figure 5).
The tongue was centered within the groove when the hole was drilled, which allowed a
maximum of 0.13 cm of displacement from the registered position. The maximum
displacement was less than the radius of the registration hole, which was important because
it meant that a pointed rod pushed through one hole would always enter the adjacent hole—
it would never hit the flat on the half round.

Upper
Reference
Rod

Pneumatic
Cylinder

Linear
Bearings

Alignment
Pin

Lower
Reference
Rod

Figure 5

Offset design registration system.
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The registration system was completed with a pneumatic cylinder aligned with the holes
and mounted to the housing for the sleeve bearings. A pointed stainless steel rod was
retracted within the hole in one of the rods by the air cylinder. However, extending the
cylinder pushed the point into the opposing hole, and the reference rods were registered and
locked in place when the pointed rod was seated in the adjacent hole. The bottom of the
opposing hole was tapered to engage the taper on the stainless steel rod, which further
improved the registration. Field tests show that activating this registration system returned
the rods to within approximately 3 µm.
Registration in the centered design was accomplished using components above and
below the anchor, which were connected together by a rod that passed through the anchor,
and attached to a pneumatic cylinder on the upper registration component (Figure 6). The
registration components had mating cup-and-cone shapes that matched the surfaces of the
anchor assembly. Retracting the rod of the pneumatic cylinder slid the components together
along the centered rod of the frame. Shaft collars between registration components on the
frame limited the movement of the components, which then forced the anchor to be lifted
into the intended position. The cup-and-cone shape of the registration components moved
the anchor assembly so it is centered radially about the frame. Extending the pneumatic
cylinder separated the registration components, and forced them toward the outer shaft
collars on the frame. When the components were fully separated, the anchor assembly was
then free to move in any direction independent of the frame.
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Figure 6

Centered design registration for a single anchor.

Frame
Both designs used a rigid frame for deploying the extensometer along the borehole,
coupling together the packers, and sealing the control tubing and data transmission cable.
The extensometers were attached to their frames during deployment, but separated from the
frames during the anchoring or registration process. The functionality for attaching to and
separating from the frame was combined with the anchoring process in the offset design,
and with the registration process in the centered design. The functions were combined to
reduce the number of control channels.
Both designs terminated in 1.9-cm-diameter stainless steel threaded rods that could be
attached to packers. They both used a cup-and-cone design to hold and position the
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anchors when retracted. The offset design used a rectangular frame with plates bolted to
each end of the frame. The plates contained tapered holes that were used to seat coneshaped attachments at the end of the air cylinders on the anchors (Figure 3). The centered
design used a 1.9-cm-diameter stainless steel rod to couple the packers and act as a frame for
the extensometer. The registration components slid vertically along the smooth rod to hold
and position, or release, the anchor assemblies (Figure 6). The cup-and-cone designs
allowed the extensometer to be completely free from contact with the frame, thereby
eliminating errors that contacting the frame could cause during operation.
The figures presented were intended to illustrate the design of the extensometer.
Detailed photographs of the actual extensometer are included in the electronic supplement
(Appendix).
Performance
More than 200 well tests were conducted at 20 different depths in wells at a site in
Clemson, South Carolina. The extensometers detected displacements of as much as 40 µm
during pressure changes up to 100 kPa. The extensometers have been remotely operated at
depths to 58 m while submerged beneath 49 m of water at pressures over 590 kPa. The
ability of the extensometers to be readily deployed and retrieved was demonstrated during a
five-hour testing period when three hour-long hydraulic well tests were completed at
different depths before retrieving the extensometer from the wellbore.
An example measurement from a pumping test conducted 36 m below the water table in
a wellbore in biotite gneiss shows the basic response of the instrument (Figure 7). The
hydraulic head in the well decreased along with the displacement as water was pumped out
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of the interval at a constant rate of 15 liters/min. After 47 minutes of pumping, the
displacement was 16 µm, presumably because fractures closed by that amount in response to
a pressure head decrease of 2.5 m (Figure 7). During recovery, the pressure increased
toward equilibrium and the fractures dilated and approached their initial apertures. Cursory
inspection of the data (Figure 7) showed that displacement was similar to the pressure-head
response, although in detail the two signals differed in important ways. For example,
displacement from a slug test plotted as a function of pressure head (Figure 8) showed a
hysteretic relation between these two parameters. The relationship between displacement
and pressure head depended on the properties of the fracture network in the vicinity of the
well (Cappa et al. 2005; Murdoch et al. 2005; Schweisinger et al. 2005; Svenson 2006), so
obtaining accurate and repeatable data sets like the ones in Figures 7 and 8 was a major
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Displacement and head measurements from 16 air-injection slug tests conducted
in the same location on different days.

Accuracy
The accuracy of the extensometer was evaluated by calibrating the LVDT with 100 m of
data cable, signal conditioner and data acquisition system in place. The LVDT was removed
from the extensometer, but the rest of the data acquisition system was the same as deployed
in the field. A micrometer test stand accurate to ±0.5 µm was used to control measured
input. A least-squares regression analysis of data spanning the full-scale output of the LVDT
yielded a slope of 0.0621 µm/mV (95% confidence interval±0.0001 µm/mV, r2=0.0999995).
The 95% prediction interval for the data set was ±0.3 µm. Analysis of another data set over
a 10 µm range yielded 0.0633 µm/mV, but the prediction interval narrows to ±0.06 µm.
A laboratory testing frame was developed to calibrate the entire extensometer assembly.
The extensometer was anchored inside a vertical pipe separated into an upper and lower
half. Displacement was controlled by threaded jacks between the pipes, and it was measured
by three equally spaced dial indicators (resolution 16 µm). The data confirmed the
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calibration of the LVDT, but the 95% prediction interval was ±43 µm, which is considerably
larger than the precision determined using the LVDT without the extensometer. This
precision value represents an upper limit for the extensometer. This relatively broad range
for precision resulted more from shortcomings in the ability to control and measure minute
displacements in the 4-m-long test frame than from the performance of the extensometer.
The actual precision of the complete extensometer was probably more typical of the LVDT.
pressure response
The field sensitivity to pressure changes was evaluated by conducting a test in a section
of intact biotite gneiss (no fractures). The pressure in the wellbore changed by 100 kPa but
the displacement was less than the resolution of the system (0.1 µm). This suggests that the
pressure sensitivity is less than 10-12 m/Pa, although the actual sensitivity was not been
established because the performance satisfied the requirements.
temperature response
The system responded to changes in temperature both in the well and above ground.
The reference rods were designed so the temperature induced changes in the dimension of
the components would exactly offset each other. Assuming the actual values for the
coefficients of thermal expansion of the materials used may differ by as much as 5% from
published values, and these differences give an error of the same sign (that none of them
cancel the others), then a maximum temperature related sensitivity of 0.3 µm/°C could be
expected.
The downhole temperature changed most when the first few liters of water were
removed during a well test, but typically changed less than 0.2 °C afterward, according to
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measurements with an epoxy-sealed, platinum RTD in a 3-wire configuration, repeatable to
within 0.1 °C. Multiple, consecutive tests were typically conducted and data from the first
test was discarded to minimize the effects of downhole temperature changes. Using the
calculated estimate of maximum downhole temperature sensitivity, and a typical downhole
temperature change of 0.2°C predicted a downhole temperature-related error of less than
0.06 µm.
Measurements were sampled at 0.0017 Hz during a week while the extensometer was
anchored in fractured bedrock to evaluate instrument stability. The system indicated
displacements up to 0.25 µm that correlated with the temperature of the above-ground
instrumentation. A least squares regression of the displacements and temperature records
for each day yielded an average slope of 0.0102 µm/°C ( ± 0.0002 µm /°C, r2=0.94) and a
95% prediction interval of ±0.02 µm. Repeating this analysis using the entire, week-long
dataset gives essentially the same slope, but the correlation decreased to r2=0.72 and the
prediction interval increased to ±0.05 µm.
drift
Much of the apparent temporal variability during the week-long test was due to changes
in temperature of the above-ground instrumentation, and presumably this effect could be
removed using the slope factor given above. However, some variability existed even after
the temperature effect was removed, and the magnitude of this variability increased from
±0.02 to ±0.05 µm as the measurement period increased from a day to a week. These small
temporal changes included instrument noise along with apparent periodic fluctuations that
may be due to earth tides, barometric pressure changes, fluctuations in the temperature of
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the data cable, or other effects, which collectively contributed to instrument drift. This
amount of drift is irrelevant during short pumping tests used in this application, but it could
be important during long-term monitoring applications.
Deployment time
Deployment without packers required about one hour, starting from the connection of
the data cables and hoses at the ground surface and including lowering to a depth of 40 m
and setting the anchors. A well test was then conducted, and the time needed for this
depended on the requirements of the test. The anchors were then released, and the
extensometer was moved several meters and reset. This required about 0.5 hour, so
approximately five tests could be conducted at different depths in a day.
Using packers with the extensometer required more effort. Assembling the
extensometer between the packers at the ground surface required a few hours, and a hoist
was needed to lift the assembly above the wellbore. However, once the system was
assembled and in the well, it could be deployed to a depth of 40 m and anchored within 30
minutes.
Chapter Discussion and Summary
The compressibility of fractured rock aquifers is on the order of 10-6 mhead-1. As a result,
applications intended to measure displacements during well tests where head changes and
gage lengths are on the order of meters should expect to encounter displacements on the
order of microns. For this reason, it was determined that a portable extensometer with a
gage length of one to several meters should be able to accurately measure displacements in
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the sub-micron range and would be useful for characterizing deformation during simple well
tests with modest drawdowns (on the order of meters).
The device can be readily deployed, either by itself or between packers. A simple handwinch was used to deploy the extensometer between packers, demonstrating that the system
could be mobilized and deployed without requiring support from a winch truck. Once in
place, the device could be easily moved to different depths in a wellbore, facilitating the
acquisition of the many measurements required to characterize the distribution of properties
of fractured rock aquifers.
The performance data suggests that the extensometer is accurate and repeatable in the
sub-micron range. The established upper estimate of accuracy is sufficient for measuring the
micron-scale displacements of fractured rock that occurrs due to pressure changes in a
wellbore. However, the actual accuracy could not be established, because of the limited
resolution of the test stands. Likewise, only the upper bounds of the effects of temperature
and pressure could be established. Pressure sensitivity was less than 10-12 m/Pa, which was
sufficient to observe signals in unfractured rock. The temperature sensitivity was estimated
by assuming a 5% deviation in material properties, and this yielded an upper estimate of 0.3
µm/°C for temperature sensitivity.
The reason only the upper limit of performance could be determined is due to the
difficulty in developing test frames that could house the extensometer and be controlled and
measured with an accuracy greater than the extensometer itself. Additional work will be
required with refined test stands before the accuracy and temperature sensitivity limits can be
reliably established.
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The instrument performed remarkably well, but it is not without shortcomings. The
anchors were designed for strong, hard rock, and modifications would be required to use the
device in soft materials. Primarily, the area of the region contacting the borehole would
need to be increased so the force applied to the anchor does not cause the borehole wall to
fail. Noise and time related drift in the signal will limit applications of the present
configuration to micron-scale displacements with relatively short duration, for example slug
or constant rate pumping tests. Significantly better resolution, as would be required to
measure displacements caused by earth tides for example, would require modifications in the
data transmission and acquisition system. The transducer technology itself may also require
modification to measure displacement caused by earth tides. Some of the tests used an AC
powered pump that significantly increased noise in the data signal, suggesting that better
filtering or perhaps an alternative sensor technology like the one described by Cappa et. al.
(2006) could be appropriate.
The ease of use, simplicity and performance achieved demonstrated that the
extensometer is an effective tool for providing displacement data sets from hydraulic well
tests. This additional data stream improved the interpretation of fractured rock aquifers
when it was analyzed using hydromechanical analyses that couple displacements and fluid
dynamics (Rutqvist et al. 1998; Rutqvist and Stephansson 2003; Cappa 2005; Cappa et al.
2005; Schweisinger et al. 2005; Murdoch and Germanovich 2006). Most hydraulic well tests
are completed in a few days, but an extensometer using anchors with the offset design
remained functional during a 10-month-long deployment submerged beneath 15 m of water.
This suggested that the extensometers outlined here have potential use in geotechnical
applications that go beyond hydraulic well tests.
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CHAPTER THREE
HYDROMECHANICAL WELL TESTING
This chapter describes the field techniques for measuring head and displacement changes
during hydromechanical well tests. The objective was to develop repeatable test methods
using the extensometers described in Chapter Two to evaluate the hydromechanical
behavior of fractures. This chapter includes sections describing the field tests.
The hydromechanical response of fractures to well tests was first measured directly by
John Gale (1975), who used an extensometer to measure axial displacements of a well in
response to fluid pressure changes of roughly 50kPa. In another example, fluid pressure
approaching fracture extension pressures (2 MPa) was applied to a single fracture in granite,
approximately 100 m in radius, causing the aperture to increase by 1 mm or more and
increasing the transmissivity by two orders of magnitude (Jung 1989). Displacement
measurements have also been used to estimate the in situ compliance of fractured zones
(Martin et al. 1990), and gouge-filled natural fractures (Myer 1991). Measurements of
displacement and flow made along the trace of an individual fracture indicate that local
displacements correlate to localized flow within the fracture and that hysteresis in the
displacement occurs between increasing and decreasing injection (Cornet et al. 2003).
Deformation has also been measured across multiple faults and bedding planes using fiber
optic sensors (Cappa, Guglielmi, Gaffet et al. 2006) during in situ hydraulic loading. Cappa
et. al. (2005) observed that the faults were several times more compliant than the bedding
planes, which showed that the displacement measurement could be used to discriminate
between characteristics of different fractures.
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Previous applications have made use of extensometers that were tedious to move or
were ineffective between packers, and these equipment restrictions have limited the
applicability of hydromechanical well tests to specialized conditions. The extensometers
described in the previous chapter could be readily mobilized, facilitated the measurement of
displacements during hydraulic well tests made at many locations within a borehole, and
were capable of resolving displacements on the order of approximately 0.15 µm in boreholes
(Murdoch et al. 2005; Schweisinger et al. 2006).
Methods
The general approach of a hydromechanical well test is to measure both the wellbore
pressure and the axial displacement of the rock formation in response to a hydrologic stress
within the well. A pair of inflatable packers manufactured by Roctest Inc, were used in a
wellbore to isolate an interval of the wellbore 3m in length. A 2-inch nominal PVC pipe
string that extended from the isolated interval through the upper packer to the top of the
well casing permitted water level to be readily monitored at the ground surface. Details of
the packer and pipe string assembly have been described by Svenson 2006 The water level
above the upper packer was monitored in the annulus of the well surrounding the pipe string
to detect leakage past the upper packer.
A datalogger recorded water temperature between packers measured by an RTD in three
wire configuration capable of resolving 0.1 °C. The removable borehole extensometer with
submicron resolution, located between the packers, measured the axial displacements of the
borehole.
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The extensometer and protective frame were secured between the packers before
deployment downhole. All data cables and control tubing passed thru a seal mounted onto
the end of the upper packer. They were then bundled in a protective shield to prevent
damage during deployment. At the ground surface, the data cables were connected to the
datalogger and the pneumatic tubing was connected to the control panel that has multiple
valves to control the pneumatic cylinders on the extensometer.
Once the entire assembly was lowered to a specified depth by the hand winch, the
packers were inflated to 1.1 MPa over hydrostatic pressure. As the packers inflated and
sealed off the isolated interval, they displaced water that raised the hydraulic head. The head
was permitted to equilibrate, then the extensometer was released from the protective frame
and secured to the borehole wall. Each anchor was forced against the wall, then the
registration feature, which sets the gage length, released the two anchors to permit them to
move independently. Displacements were closely monitored during anchoring to detect
possible slippage or poor anchoring caused by deviations in the borehole. The
displacements were compared to anchoring results in uniform pipe to indicate the level of
confidence in obtaining a firm grasp of the borehole. The extensometer anchors were
separated by 2 m, and the air pressure in the anchor lines were regulated to 0.62 MPa. Stable
seating of the extensometer against the borehole walls could take several minutes. The pump
and pressure transducers were then lowered into the well.
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Slug tests
Air-slug tests (Leap 1984) were conducted with the extensometer and straddle packers in
the wellbore. Classical slug tests (Weight and Sonderegger 2001) displace a weighted
cylinder of known volume, also referred to as a slug, down a well to increase the hydraulic
head in the well and displace an equivalent volume of fluid into the formation. Air-slug tests
displace water by pressurizing the wellbore with air. They are more repeatable and can move
larger volumes of water than tests with weighted slugs (Butler 1998). The pressurization of
the well was controlled using a wellhead assembly with manual valves set up to either direct
compressed air into the well, or vent the well to atmospheric pressure. Details of the slug
tests and the equipment used have been described by Svenson (2006). The repeated
pressurization and venting of the wellbore was subsequently automated by a high-flow threeway poppet valve controlled by a 24V DC cycling timer set to pressurize the well for
approximately 10 minutes, then release the pressure and keep the wellbore open to the
atmosphere for approximately 20 minutes. The tests conducted involved head changes of 2
to 10 m and displaced volumes between 4 and 20 L.
Constant-rate pumping tests
Pumping tests were conducted with the extensometer and straddle packers in the
wellbore by withdrawing water at a constant rate from the interval between packers, and
then powering off the pump and permitting the hydraulic head to equilibrate. Water was
removed from the interval between the packers using a Grundfos MP1 environmental pump
lowered into the wellbore. Flow rate was monitored with an Omega insertion paddlewheel
sensor connected to a panel meter that indicated flow rate to 0.4 L/min. Vented pressure
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transducers with a published accuracy of better than 20 mm and a measurement range of
larger than 10 m of water were connected to a Campbell CR10-x datalogger that recorded
the hydraulic head in the wellbore above, and between the packers
Initial readings were recorded, then testing was initiated when the pump was turned on
and discharged water out of the well. Tests using the Grundfos pump were conducted at
rates of 2 to 19 L/min, but the majority were performed at a flow rate of 15 L/min. The
system required continued manual adjustment of the power setting of the pump to maintain
a constant flow, particularly during the initial drawdown period. The apertures of the
fractures decreased owing to the decrease in head as the pump discharged water from the
well. After 10 minutes a timer shut off the pump to begin the recovery period of the test.
During recovery, the head increased as water flowed from the formation into the well, which
caused the measured displacements to increase towards their initial state as the fractures
dilated. The test was terminated when the head returned to within 2% of the initial value,
which typically occurred within 20 minutes from the onset of recovery.
The pumping and recovery tests were repeated at least once to confirm the repeatability
of the results. Variations in closure (±2 µm) between tests were common, with the largest
variation typically occurring between the first test and the others. The variations may have
been due to the extensometer becoming better seated against the wellbore, or perhaps they
may be the result of residual displacements after the first test. A brief comparison of the
maximum head change and displacement during pumping as well as the values of head and
displacement at the end time of recovery was used to evaluate the stability of the anchoring
in the borehole. If repeatable results (± 0.2 µm) were not obtained after three or four tests,
the extensometer was reattached to the wall and testing started over.
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Field Repeatability
The repeatability of the measurements was evaluated by comparing the results from slug
tests and pumping tests. The repeatability of the extensometers was established by
comparing results from slug tests that were conducted consecutively and results that were
conducted on a different day. The repeatability of pumping tests was evaluated and
compared to slug tests.
Slug tests
Data from 15 air-slug injection tests were used to evaluate repeatability (Figure 8). Each
10-minute-long test was conducted in the same well at the same depth. Four of the tests
were conducted on the same day and the remaining tests were conducted 5 days later.
The results show that the responses are similar, with the displacement as a function of
head forming loop-like curves during all the tests (Figure 8). The 15 curves form a band
when plotted together, and the 95% confidence interval for displacements at any fixed value
of pressure head is less than ± 0.2 µm. The displacement data in Figure 8 have a maximum
resolution of 0.1 µm because they were obtained before the signal conditioner was added,
which increased resolution by a factor of 20. Accordingly, ± 0.2 µm represents an upper
limit of the range of repeatability.
Constant-rate pumping tests
Each pumping test was repeated at least once to confirm the repeatability. An example
of the repeatability of a pumping test can be seen from the raw data of three consecutive
pumping tests (Figure 9a). Pumping lasted for 600 seconds, then the pump was turned off
and the system was permitted to recover for 900 seconds; meanwhile, the measurements
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were sampled at 1 Hz. The head response was similar (± 0.05 m) for all three tests (Figure
9a.I); however, the position varied between the first test and subsequent tests (Figure 9a.II).
Alternatively, to show the variation in position in response to head changes, the
extensometer position was plotted as a function of the head in the well (Figure 9a.III).
The position measurement during recovery was repeatable within ± 0.2 µm (Figure
9a.III). The displacement of the first test at the end of pumping was nearly 14 µm, then it
decreased by approximately 10 µm, such that the relative position of the anchor points were
4 µm away from the initial position. Maximum displacement during the second and third
test were smaller than the first, but were nearly identical to each other. The displacement
during pumping in the first test varied from the others, but the displacement during recovery
was nearly identical (± 0.2 µm) for all three tests (Figure 9a.III).
Raw data was transformed to facilitate interpretation. The initial values of the raw head
and position measurement have an offset. The head offset is due to the absolute depth of
the pressure transducer, and the position offset is due to the absolute distance between
anchors; however, only the measurements relative to the initial measurements were analyzed.
The head data were converted to drawdown, sw , by subtracting the current head from the
initial head. Drawdown starts at zero and is positive during a pumping test (Figure 9b.I).
Position data were converted to closure displacement, v , defined as the initial position
minus the current position (Figure 9b.II). In the text that follows, closure displacement will
be termed “closure” for brevity.
Raw data was smoothed to reduce signal noise. Noise present in the measurement of
position during pumping was bounded within ± 1 µm (Figure 9a.II), and was absent from
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the signal during recovery. The noise was caused by electromagnetic interference from the
pump. The displacement measurements during pumping were smoothed using an
exponential smoothing algorithm that weighted the data contained in a window surrounding
a current observation. The window size was defined by a sampling portion specified as 0.2
which contained

20 % of the total number of observations. The exponential algorithm

assigned a Gaussian weight function e− u to weight the data, where u is the normalized time
2

from the current observation, such that older observations were weighted exponentially less
than current observations.
The smoothed results show a spike in the displacements at the beginning of recovery
due to the EM influence of turning off the pump. In subsequent figures the data during the
spike has been omitted. Examining the smoothed data from the second and third tests
shown in Figure 9b.III show the data during pumping and recovery are within ± 0.2 µm of
one another, similar to the repeatability values of slug tests.
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CHAPTER FOUR
SIMULATED RESPONSES OF HYDROMECHANICAL
WELL TESTS
In this chapter head and displacement predicted from simulated well tests using a
numerical model of an idealized fracture are discussed. Model predictions were validated
using analytical solutions to problems of unsteady flow in a confined aquifer. The behavior
of the idealized fracture for cases of different geometry and test conditions are then
investigated. The chapter includes a brief description of the model, three cases used to
compare to and verify model performance, and the sensitivity of the predictions to variations
in fracture properties.
The response of an idealized fracture to a hydromechanical well tests was simulated
using a numerical model, named DFrx (Murdoch and Germanovich, 2006), a code that
simulates deformation of a single, horizontal fracture subjected to a change in fluid pressure.
DFrx is written in Fortran and details of the code and executable files are included in the
electronic supplement (Appendix). The analysis considers a fluid-filled, disk-shaped fracture,
in a porous, linear elastic matrix under far-field compressive stress with a vertical well
intersecting the center of the fracture (Figure 10).
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Well
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r

Leakage
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Figure 10 Horizontal fracture with radius, a , and aperture, δ , intersected by a well.

The presence of heterogeneities that alter the flow in the fracture, such as mineral
deposits that would block the flow or a connection to a vertical fracture with high
conductivity (Figure 10) can be roughly approximated in the analysis. These features are
represented in the numerical model using axisymmetric geometry. The actual geometries of
heterogeneities will typically not be axial symmetric, so the model will show the general
effects of the heterogeneity but additional analysis will be required to fully resolve effects of
geometry.
The opposing surfaces of rough fractures (Figure 11a) are idealized by applying a fluid
pressure, P, and effective stress, σe to the walls of a cavity in an elastic material (Figure 11b).
Explicit consideration of the details of the deformation of asperities are ignored and replaced
by changes in effective stress and aperture. Therefore, the asperity stress represented in
Figure 11a is averaged per unit area of the fracture and represented as σe (Figure 11b).
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(a)
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(b)

r

P

rw

a

Figure 11 Representation of axisymmetric model (a) Half fracture resting on asperities (b)
Represented as an elliptical cavity loaded by fluid pressure and effective stress (c)
Elliptical cavity divided into segments with finite-difference grid coordinate axes
(Modified from Murdoch and Germanovich 2006, figure 2.)

Theoretical Analysis
The response to a hydraulic well test in fractured rock is represented by fluid flow and
normal deformation within a fracture of radius, a, and aperture, δ. Fluid flow and normal
deformation are coupled during the solution to predict hydraulic head and displacement.
Fluid flow
Continuity of mass in the fracture in cylindrical coordinates gives (Nilson and Griffiths
1986)

0=

∂ρ qδ ρ qδ ∂ρδ
+
+
+ ρ qL
∂r
r
∂t

(1)

where ρ is fluid density, q is volumetric flux or average velocity, r is the radial distance, t is
time, and qL is the flux leaking out through the wall of the fracture represented using

qL ( r ) = 2Cw ( h − ho )

(2)

where Cw is the conductance of the fracture wall and ho is assumed to be constant. Fractures
may be connected to one another to create a discrete network, which influence the response
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to pumping, and the code allows the presence of leakage, such as a cross-cutting fracture, to
be considered by increasing Cw in one grid cell located at a radial distance, rL. The aquifer is
assumed to be at equilibrium at the start of the test, so the initial condition is h(r, t = 0) = ho.
The boundary condition at the wellbore for a pumping test is

lim r
r →0

∂h
Q
=−
,
∂r
2π T

t≥0

(3)

where δow is the aperture at the wellbore for a zero effective stress, qw is the flux into the
fracture at the well bore, hw is the hydraulic head in the well bore, rc is the radius of the well
casing, and rw is the radius of the well bore.

The boundary condition at the tip of the fracture ensures no flow

∂hw
( a, t ) = 0
∂t

r=a

(4)

Assuming laminar conditions throughout the fracture gives the flow law

q = −K f C f

dh
dr
(5)

Kf =

δ 2γ
12 µ

where Cf is a friction coefficient that accounts for roughness of the fracture walls and the
tortuosity of flow paths through a partially open crack (Walsh 1981; Cook et al. 1990;
Renshaw 1995; Zimmerman and Main 2004). Effects of blockage that locally reduce the
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transmissivity of the fracture, such as mineral precipitates or well mated fracture walls were
included by adjusting Cf.
Matrix deformation
The aperture of real fractures will be idealized by assuming the fracture is a flattened
hole in an elastic material, and is loaded by arbitrarily distributed fluid pressure, P, and
effective stress, σe . Stress on asperities is averaged per unit area of the fracture and
represented as effective stress σe .
A uniform far-field compressive stress, σc, is assumed to oppose fluid pressure and
effective stress in the fracture. The driving pressure is the difference between the sum of the
weighted fluid pressure and effective stress that open the fracture and the confining stress
that closes it.

Pd ( r ) = α P + σ e − σ c

(6)

where α is the contact area ratio defined by the open space in fracture to total fracture
surface. A positive driving pressure will cause a fracture to dilate and result in positive
aperture. Likewise, a fracture with some mechanical aperture must be supported by a
positive driving pressure (Murdoch and Germanovich, 2006).
The fracture is assumed to deform both globally and locally, and this is one important
difference between the analysis used here of a deformable fracture and those assuming an
aquifer consisting of equivalent porous media, where deformation is only local. Global
deformation of the fracture is the displacement that occurs in one location in response to a
change in the driving pressure at another location on the fracture face. In contrast, local
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deformation occurs only in response to changes in local fluid pressure or effective stress
(Murdoch and Germanovich, 2006).
Nonlinear empirical relationships between displacement and effective stress have been
applied to fractures subjected to a uniform changes in effective stress (Goodman 1974;
Bandis et al. 1983; Evans et al. 1992). However, for small changes in stress (< 0.2 MPa) that
occur during many pumping tests, such as in this work, the aperture is assumed to be
approximated as a linear function of effective stress

δ L (r) = δ o −

σe

(7)

kn

where δL(r) is the local aperture some radial distance from the wellbore, δo is the aperture
when effective stress is zero (Murdoch and Germanovich 2006). The normal stiffness of the
fracture, kn is assumed constant over the stress range used in the hydraulic well tests. Using
(7) instead of the non-linear relation (e.g. Bandis et al. 1983) improves convergence of DFrx
and it allows the use of lower effective stiffnesses.
Assuming the driving pressure in eqn. (6) is distributed over a circular crack in an infinite
medium allows the displacements to be determined by (Sneddon 1995; p. 489)

δg (r ) =

(

)

8a 1 −ν 2 Pd

πE

µ

1

∫ (µ

r/a

2

−r/a

1

)

dµ∫
0

τ Pd (τµ a )
1−τ 2

dτ

(8)

Equation (8) can be solved exactly for the case where the driving pressure is uniformly
distributed over a narrow circular ring. The aperture resulting from an arbitrary distribution
of driving pressure can then be determined by superposition of solutions to loads on narrow,
contiguous rings (Murdoch and Germanovich, 2006).
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Solution
A hydraulic test in a fractured rock aquifer involves coupling between the fluid pressure
and the fracture aperture. Increasing the fluid pressure changes the aperture, but changing
the aperture affects the pressure distribution during fluid flow. In addition, the changes in
aperture must satisfy both the relation between local and global aperture changes. The local
effect assumes aperture changes that vary linearly with effective stress, eqn. (7). The global
effect is characterized by elastic deformation as in eqn. (8). Coupling requires

δ L (r ) = δ g (r ) .
The coupled problem is solved by recognizing h and σe as vectors of unknowns. The
continuity equation (1) is written in finite difference form and the fracture is discretized into
m blocks. Eqns (7) and (8) are solved at each grid block and the results are equated. This
produces 2m equations and unknowns, and this system is solved using Hybrd1 in
MINPACK.
Model Comparison to Analytical Solutions for Confined Aquifers
The predicted head response of a deformable fracture from DFrx was compared to
conventional well flow analyses for constant-rate pumping (Theis 1935; Papadopulos and
Cooper 1967), and for a slug test (Cooper et al. 1967). The simulated fracture was
sufficiently large to prevent the pressure front from interacting with the end of the fracture
(no flow boundary), and it was compared to the aforementioned analyses that assume a
homogeneous, isotropic, formation confined above and below by impermeable material. All
three verifications were for unsteady-state conditions, and two consider the influence of
wellbore storage.
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Constant-rate pumping tests without wellbore storage
The analysis of a constant-rate pumping test in a confined aquifer (Theis 1935) is
analogous to radial heat flow in a plate from a constant heat source, such that the influence
extends radially outward with time. The governing differential equation for groundwater
flow within a confined aquifer is (Todd 1980)

∂ 2 h 1 ∂h S ∂h
+
=
∂r 2 r ∂r T ∂t

(9)

where S is the storativity, and T is the transmissivity of the aquifer. The boundary conditions
for constant-rate pumping at the well are defined by

lim r
r →0

∂h
Q
=−
,
2π T
∂r

t≥0

(10)

and the far-field condition is

h( r = ∞, t ) = ho

(11)

h( r, t = 0) = ho

(12)

( ho − h )4π T sw 4π T
=
= W (u )
Q
Q

(13)

The initial condition requires that

The solution to eqns. (9)-(12) gives

where W(u) is the exponential integral defined by
∞

e− u
du
u
u

W (u ) = ∫
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(14)

and the dimensionless time, td is defined by

td =

1 4Tt
=
u r2S

(15)

This problem was first published by Theis (1935), and the resulting solution (15), (16),
and (17) will be called the “Theis line source solution” in the following pages
Dimensionless drawdown predictions of the model were plotted together with the
dimensionless drawdown from the Theis line source solution (Figure 12). The transmissivity
of the fracture is
T =δKf =

δ 3γ
12 µ

(16)

such that the dimensionless drawdown from DFrx was calculated as

W (u ) =

πγδ 3
( h − ho )
3µ Q

(17)

Combining the conductivity from eqn. (5) , the definition of dimensionless time from
eqn. (15), and the storativity of a fracture defined by Doe et. al. (1982)
⎛1
⎞
S = γ ⎜ + δβ ⎟
⎝ kn
⎠

(18)

where γ is the unit weight of water, and β is the compressibility of water. This gives the
dimensionless time as

⎞
δ 3t ⎛ 1
+ δβ ⎟
td =
2 ⎜
3µ r ⎝ kn
⎠
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−1

(19)

DFrx was used to develop a dimensionless type curve using representative values of
parameters. The simulated fracture had an initial loaded aperture, δ, of 362 µm, and a
fracture normal stiffness, kn , of 1.0 x109 Pa/m. The radius was 900 m, and the fracture was
pumped at a constant flow rate, Q , of 1.9 L/min. The results were then scaled using eqn.
(19) and (21).
This test problem was set up using a grid with 90 cells and the grid spacing of 0.007 m at
the wellbore that geometrically increased by 10%. The initial time step was 1x10-6 sec and a
total of 90 steps were used with a geometric increase (30%) in step size. The mass balance
error was high during the first time step, but it decreased to less than 0.05 within the first 10
time steps. The mass balance error remained below 0.05 for td>01 (the results shown in
Figure 12).
The results show that at early time (td<1) the drawdown from the Theis line source
solution is negligible, but drawdown predicted by DFrx already has a significant value.
Drawdown from the Theis solution increases with time and reaches a semi-long straight-line
behavior when td>1. Drawdown predicted by the DFrx code also increases with time and it
always is greater than the Theis curve. The two curves become nearly parallel at late time
when the DFrx curve becomes a semi-long straight line when td > 103. Although the curves
are parallel, dimensionless drawdown predicted by DFrx is approximately 1 unit greater than
that predicted by the Theis curve (Figure 12).
The response of the Theis curve resembles that predicted by DFrx, but the two are
clearly different. The fracture aperture closed by 2 µm to 3 µm during the test, which will
change T by approximately 2 percent, according to eqn. (16). This will steepen the slope of
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the type curve by a corresponding amount, which could contribute to the differences
between the DFrx and Theis curves, but it is insufficient to explain the magnitude of their
differences. A likely explanation of these differences is that the equivalent storativity in the
deformable fracture at early time is smaller than that given by eqn. (18) A smaller storativity
would require an increase in drawdown and would explain the relatively large drawdown
predicted by DFrx. The use of eqn. (18) is valid only for a uniformly distributed pressure, so
it seems reasonable that there would be errors in this approximation early in a well test when
radial pressure gradients can be large.
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Figure 12 Hydraulic response for constant-rate pumping in a confined aquifer compared to
the predicted response of a deformable fracture a) semi-log axes b) log-log axes
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Constant-rate pumping tests with wellbore storage
Papadopulos and Cooper (1967) developed a solution to the heads caused by constant
rate pumping that takes the storage of the pumping well into account. The governing
differential equation for head in the formation is eqn. (9), and the boundary and initial
conditions described in eqns. (11) and (12) still apply. Wellbore storage is included using the
additional requirement that the head at the wellbore is equal to the head inside the well

h( rw , t ) = hw (t )

(20)

and eqn. (10) is changed such that

2π rwT

∂h
∂h ( t )
− π rc2 w = −Q ,
∂r
∂t

t>0

(21)

Papadopulos and Cooper (1967) observed that wellbore storage influences the early-time
drawdowns, but the effects decrease with time and become negligible when time, t> 25rc2/T,
where rc is the casing radius. They observed that early time response with a log-log slope =
1 represented the influence of wellbore storage and they present type curves for different
values of

α=

rew2 S
rc2

(22)

where rew , is the open wellbore radius, and S is storativity.
The numerical simulations used the wellbore dimensions from the field. The casing
radius, rc , was 0.0254 m with an open wellbore radius, rew , equal to .0762 m. The early-time
simulated drawdown predicted by DFrx exhibits the characteristic straight line slope = 1 on
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a log-log plot (Figure 12b), indicating that wellbore storage was dominating the early-time
response. The late-time simulated drawdown converges to the same values as the
simulations without wellbore storage.
The estimate of storativity from Papadopulos and Cooper (1967) was compared to the
storativity of using DFrx. The storativity from the Papadapolous and Cooper solution using
eqn. (22) yields S = 1.1 x10-5. Alternatively, the storativity of the fracture estimated from
eqn. (18) yields S = 1.0 x10-5, a relative error of 0.1.
The discrepancy in drawdown and storativity estimates was sufficiently small to show
that the numerical model could predict the behavior expected during a constant-rate
pumping test with wellbore storage.
Slug test
Analytical solutions for head response during slug tests in a confined aquifer (Cooper et
al. 1967) were compared to simulated results from the model. The model overestimated the
analytical solution early in the test and at late times when Tt rc2 > 6 (Murdoch and
Germanovich 2006), but the maximum relative error at any time was less than 0.04, which
was sufficiently small to verify that the numerical model can predict the head in response to
a slug test, as well as constant-rate pumping tests.
Predicted Response to Well Testing
The responses from simulated pumping tests and slug tests were analyzed and compared
to show the basic behavior. The head in the well decreases in response to pumping tests and
increases for slug tests. In addition, pumping tests typically displace more water and
influence a larger region than slug tests do.
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The response from a simulated slug test using typical parameters (Table 1) shows that
the pressure rapidly increases to 4 m of head 4 seconds and then slowly decreases over the
next 1000 seconds; meanwhile, the displacement follows a similar behavior but it lags behind
the pressure response by several tens of seconds (Figure 13a and 13b). Plotting
displacement as a function of differential pressure head in the wellbore, or drawdown,

sw = ho − h , produces a loop-like curve, with the displacement early in the test considerably
less than at a similar differential pressure head late in the test (Figure 13b).

Table 1

Input parameters for initial comparison of test methods

Parameter

Value

Unit

Elastic Modulus, E

40

GPa

Poisson's Ratio, ν

0.3

Fracture Normal Stiffness, kn

2.0

GPa/m

Contact Aperture, δow

590

µm

Initial Loaded Aperture, δil

410

µm

Contact Area Ratio, α

1.0

Well Casing Radius, rc

25.4

mm

Wellbore Radius, rew

76.2

mm

Distance to Leakage, rL

20

m

Matrix Conductance @ rL , Cw
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Figure 13 Displacement and differential pressure head during simulated hydraulic well tests
a) Slug-in test (8.5L slug) injected over 4 second interval b) plot showing
displacement as a function of differential head during slug test c) constant rate
pumping test (630 sec @ 0.03L/sec) and recovery d) plot showing displacement
as a function of differential head during pumping and recovery.

The basic response from pumping tests generally resemble slug tests, although the head
and displacement are of opposite sign, and the shapes of the curves are much different.
Displacements decrease to -1.4 µm and then increase, as the fracture closes during pumping
and then opens during recovery (Figure 13c). Similar to slug tests, displacements at a given
pressure during the early part of the test were more than they are at the same pressure late in
the test (Figure 13d). This response also produces a loop-like curve with the disp-sw plot.
However, the disp.-sw plot for the constant-rate test is roughly symmetric about an average
slope, whereas the hysteresis loops for the slug tests are asymmetric
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Sensitivity of Response to Test Conditions and Formation Properties
The model was used to explore effects of constant-rate pumping tests in more detail by
conducting simulations with systematic differences in properties of the formation. A baseline
set of parameters (
Table 2) was established that were consistent with inferred site conditions.

Table 2

Input parameters for baseline case in pumping sensitivity simulations

Parameter

Value

Unit

Elastic Modulus, E

35.0

GPa

Poisson's Ratio, ν

0.3

Fracture Normal Stiffness, kn

1.0

GPa/m

Contact Aperture, δow

708

µm

Initial Loaded Aperture, δil

288

µm

Contact Area Ratio, α

0.7

Well Casing Radius, rc

25.4

mm

Wellbore Radius, rew

76.2

mm

Initial Head, ho

17.4

m

Confining Stress, σc

500

kPa

Fracture Radius, a

200

m

Matrix Conductance, Cw

10-25

sec-1

Distance to Leakage, rL

16.0

m

Matrix Conductance @ rL , Cw

10-4.1

sec-1

Distance to Blockage, rB

not incl. in baseline

m

Friction Coefficient @ rB , Cf

not incl. in baseline
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A constant discharge rate of 3.8 L/min was simulated for 10 minutes, then discharge ceased
and the formation was allowed to equilibrate. The results from the baseline simulation are
described independently, then results from cases that varied a single parameter are
compared.
The baseline case exhibited decreasing heads during pumping and the aperture followed
the same trend, decreasing during pumping (Figure 14). Upon termination of pumping, both
the heads and aperture began to increase towards their initial condition ultimately returning
to the original head and aperture. In this case, the maximum drawdown was 3.2 m, and the
aperture had decreased by 4.5 µm by the end of pumping. The drawdown returned to
within 1% of equilibrium after 900 seconds of recovery, but the displacement response
required 2400 seconds to return within 1%. After 10,000 seconds the head had equilibrated
within 0.05%, and the closure equilibrated within 0.3% as both slowly continued toward the
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Figure 14 Hydromechanical response of baseline simulation.
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1

0

Four characteristic time periods were identified during a pumping test by the relationship
of the drawdown and closure. These periods are used throughout the dissertation to
describe the different times during pumping tests. Early-time pumping occurs at the start of
the pumping and continues through the first ¼ of the pumping duration. The last ¼ of the
pumping duration, marks the late-time pumping period. The first ¼ of the recovery period
immediately following pumping will be referred to as the early-recovery period, and the last
¼ of the recovery period at the end of the test is identified as late-time recovery.
Closure displacement is a hysteretic function of hydraulic head. The maximum width of
the hysteresis loop was 0.7 µm , and occurred at roughly half (1.7 m) of the maximum
drawdown. The loop was nearly symmetric about an axis defined by the start of pumping
and the maximum drawdown and closure of 3.2 m and 4.5 µm respectively, which occur at
the end of pumping.
Parameter sensitivity analysis was performed by generating results from several
simulations where a single parameter was systematically varied within a specified range. The
remaining properties were unchanged from the baseline values during the analysis. Data
from each simulation were plotted together to evaluate the relative drawdown and closure
caused by the property variation, and results from the baseline case were also plotted on
each graph for comparison. The scale of the graphs used in the comparisons was determined
by both the baseline results and the results from variations in properties consistent with site
conditions. Flow rate and five formation properties were varied: initial loaded aperture,
fracture normal stiffness, elastic modulus, contact area ratio, and fracture radius.
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Pumping rate
Simulations were conducted using four values of pumping rate, Q, ranging from 1.9 to
22.8 L/min. All the simulations considered a fully saturated fracture;, so pumping rates
larger than the 22.8 L/min were not used because they would have dewatered the fracture at
the wellbore before the end of pumping. The smallest rate in the range yielded maximum
drawdown and closure of 1.5 m and 2.2 µm, respectively (Figure 15a). Pumping rates less
than 1.9 L/min were not used in this comparison because the results were difficult to
distinguish on the plot (Figure 15a).
Increasing flow rate increased drawdown and increased closure (Figure 15a). The
hysteresis curve was centered along a straight line with slope of 1.38 µm/mhead ±
0.05 µm/mhead. Maximum closure always occurred at the end of pumping and it scaled
proportional to the flow rate, such that doubling the flow rate doubled the maximum closure
±0.05 µm. The hysteresis curve was symmetric in all cases, and the width of the hysteresis
curve increased with increasing flow rate.
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Initial aperture
The initial loaded aperture δL was varied in 100 µm increments from 100 µm to 400 µm
to represent a range typical of fractured crystalline rock (Snow 1968). The lower bound on
the aperture was selected because it would yield a transmissivity less than 1 x 10-6 m2/s,
which is below the practical limit for evaluation with the field equipment used in the
experimental part of my research. Results from δL > 400 µm resembled those for δL = 400
µm when plotted using the range of axes in Figure 15b.
Increasing δL reduced the maximum drawdown and closure of the fracture (Figure 15b).
The ratio of maximum drawdown to maximum closure decreased for each incremental
increase in δL. The 100 µm fracture aperture yielded drawdown and closure curves that
required significantly more time to equilibrate than the wider fractures, and the maximum
closure lagged behind the maximum drawdown by 120 seconds. The closure of the fracture
continued to increase even though the drawdown was decreasing; similar to results from slug
tests (Figure 13a). Increasing δL resulted in the hysteresis loop becoming more symmetrical,
and caused the width of the hysteresis loop to decrease.
Stiffness
Fracture stiffness is the ratio of the change in effective stress to normal displacement,
and a related term is the apparent stiffness defined by the ratio of the change in wellbore
pressure to normal displacement at the wellbore, or drawdown per closure displacement at
the wellbore. Three formation properties yielded changes in apparent stiffness; fracture
normal stiffness, kn , elastic modulus of the matrix, E, and the contact area ratio, α. They
will be addressed separately.
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fracture normal stiffness
Simulations were conducted for values of kn, ranging from 0.8 to 8 GPa/m with an
applied confining stress of 0.5 MPa. In situ and laboratory determinations of kn evaluated at
effective stresses less than 5 MPa generally range from 1 to 60 GPa/m (Bandis et al. 1983;
Swan 1983; Martin et al. 1990), so the specified range represented values expected at
confining stresses of 0.5 MPa used in the model. The kn value of 0.8 GPa was the lower limit
because of restrictions when using the model with eqn. (7). The local deformation is
typically described by eqn. (7), but for instances when δo approaches σ e kn , a modified
deformation expression was used to prevent δL from being negative (Murdoch and
Germanovich, 2006).
Increasing kn by an order of magnitude over the specified range has a negligible effect on
the head response, but it decreases the maximum closure by a factor of 5 (Figure 15c). Small
increases in kn values at the low end of the kn range caused larger changes in maximum
closure than increases in kn at the high end of the range. The hysteresis loop was
symmetrical but the width decreased with increasing kn. The differences in maximum closure
during pumping resulted predominantly from displacements that occurred in the mid-to-latetime region. During early-time, the slopes of all the v-sw plots were nearly identical (0.45
µm/mhead ± 0.1 µm/mhead), but the plots with wide hysteresis loops, correlating to smaller kn
values, increased in slope up to 2.4 µm/mhead at late-time to yield larger maximum closures.
Consequently, the apparent stiffness was nearly identical for each test in the early-time, but it
progressively decreases throughout pumping for decreases in kn. This is consistent with the
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interpretation that S increases with time during a pumping test, which was inferred from
Figure 12.
elastic modulus
The elastic modulus, E, of the matrix was varied from 1 to 50 GPa . Typical values of
modulus for crystalline rock range from 1 to 80 GPa (Ide 1936). Pristine granites have the
largest moduli in the range, and the value decreases for weathered or fractured rocks.
Increasing E from 1 to 50 GPa decreased the maximum drawdown by only 6% (0.2m)
but decreased maximum closure 75% from 15 to 3.6 µm (Figure 15d). The maximum
closure at the high end of E was less sensitive than at the lower end, a trend resembling the
effect of changing kn.. In contrast to kn, the initial slope of the v-sw plot increased with
increases in E, and the width of the hysteresis loop remained approximately the same for all
the simulations. Thus, differences in maximum closures were associated with different slopes
at early-time, which is in contrast to fracture normal stiffness, kn, where the differences in
maximum closure were associated with changes in slope at mid to late-time. This resulted in
apparent stiffness values that increased with increasing E, but remained nearly constant
throughout pumping.
contact area ratio
Simulations were conducted for values of α varying from 0.4 to 1.0. Laboratory studies
of surface roughness, effective stress and contact area ratio suggest α ranges from 0.3 to 0.9
(Bandis et al. 1983; Pyrak-Nolte et al. 1987) with smaller values of α associated with a
combination of large effective stress and well mated surfaces.
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The results show that decreasing α from 1.0 to 0.8 increased maximum drawdown from
3 to 3.2m (7%), but further decreases in α yielded negligible changes in maximum drawdown
(Figure 15e). Decreasing α from 1.0 to 0.4 decreased the maximum closure from 6.0 to 2.6

µm (57%). The width of the hysteresis loop decreased with decreasing α, and the initial
slope of the v-sw plot decreased during pumping as well. Decreasing α had affects similar to
both kn. and E, because it decreased apparent stiffness at early-time and late-time pumping.
Fracture radius
The fracture radius, a, was varied from 70 m to 300m. The drawdown and closure for
all the cases were within 6% of the baseline results. The presence of significant leakage in
the baseline case limited changes in head beyond the leakage point, so there were only minor
differences in the results when using different values of a. It was impossible to simulate
shorter fractures with the baseline properties because the driving pressure required to hold
the fracture open at the baseline aperture would be large enough to cause propagation.
However, one reason for varying fracture radius was to investigate the effects of interaction
with the edge of the fracture, so the pumping time was extended to ensure the pressure
changed at the tip. The pumping time was extended by 160 minutes to a total pumping time
of 170 min and a recovery time of more than 320 minutes (Figure 15f). This provided
sufficient time for the flow to interact with the edge of the shortest fracture of radius 70m,
creating 0.3m of drawdown at the tip by the end of pumping.
The results show that decreasing a from 300 m to 70 m increased maximum drawdown
from 3.24 to 3.35m (3%), and the interaction with the boundary caused an increase in
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closure from 5.03 to 5.35 µm (4%). The interaction with the boundary only induced minor
changes in results, because of the presence of leakage.
Heterogeneities
Results for sensitivity to heterogeneity type, strength and location were generated similar
to the comparisons of formation properties. Data from each simulation were plotted
together to evaluate the relative drawdown and closure caused by the heterogeneity, and
results from the baseline case were also plotted on each graph for comparison. The effect of
leakage strength was evaluated by increasing the wall conductance, Cw in one grid cell and the
effect of leakage location was evaluated by changing rL. In addition, the effect of blockage
strength was evaluated by decreasing the friction coefficient, Cf in one grid cell within the
fracture, and the effect of the distance to the blockage was evaluated changing the distance
to the blockage grid cell, rB.
leakage
The distance to a leakage feature, rL , was varied from 0.3 to 73m, and Cw=10-4.0 sec-1 was
held constant. This conductance value was large enough to decrease the initial rate of
drawdown at the wellbore, yet still permitted the pressure to change beyond the leakage.
The presence of leakage near the wellbore reduced both the maximum drawdown and
maximum closure (Figure 16a). After pumping, the drawdown and closure returned quicker
to equilibrium when the leakage was close to the well, than when it was far away. Increasing
the distance to the leakage increased the drawdowns and closure.
For rL greater than 73 m the shape of the v-sw plot remained nearly identical. The
transient drawdown and closure were the same as the case for rL =73 m during the pumping;
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however, the time for drawdown and closure to equilibrate during recovery increased. For
example, for the case of leakage located at 190 m, the value of closure at 104 seconds is 0.5

µm compared to 0.02 µm for the case with rL =73 m.
Increasing the distance to leakage, rL , increased maximum drawdown and closure. For
rL<4.2 m, increases in rL changed the maximum drawdown roughly proportional to the
maximum closure; however, for rL>4.2 m, maximum closure increased more than maximum
drawdown for incremental increases in rL. For example increasing rL from 0.3 to 4.2 m
increased the maximum drawdown by 1.5m (61%), and increased the closure by 1.6 µm
(67%). Whereas, increasing rL from 16 to 73 m increased the maximum drawdown by 0.5m
(14%), and it increased the maximum closure by 2.6 µm (37%).
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Leakage impacts hysteresis in the v-sw plot (Figure 16a). The loop is wide and nearly
symmetric with rL =73 m. When the leakage is moved to rL =4.2m, the maximum closure is
decreased, and the slope near the end of pumping begins to increase; thus, creating an
asymmetrical hysteresis loop.
The conductance, Cw , was varied from 10-2.0 to 10-5.5 sec-1 to characterize the response to
different strengths of leakage (Figure 16b). This range was determined from trial
simulations. The response of drawdown and closure to values outside of the specified range
was nearly the same as the response of the values at the bounds. The response for Cw > 10-2.0
was similar to a constant head boundary located at rL.; whereas, values of Cw < 10-5.5 yielded
a response similar to a fracture without leakage (Cw =0).
Increasing the strength of the leakage caused negligible change in early-time response,
but it led to decreased drawdowns after 200 seconds and decreased closures after 50
seconds. It narrowed the hysteresis loop and increased the late-time slope of the v-sw plot
(Figure 16b).
blockage
Blockage was included in the simulations, and the distance to the blockage feature, rB ,
was varied from 0.7m to 190m. The baseline case included leakage (rL =16m) but did not
include blockage. The friction coefficient, Cf, used to characterize the strength of blockage
was fixed at 0.01. This strength would reduce the flux in that cell by 99% for a constant head
gradient. The effect of blockage located at rB > rL yielded negligible changes in drawdown
and closure. For example, using rB = 28 m, yields results where the maximum drawdown and
closure differed by less than 5% from the baseline case.
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Blockage has an important effect where rB < rL . In general, where rB > rL the maximum
drawdown was 3.2 m, and where rB < rL the maximum drawdown was 7.3 m (Figure 16c).
The closure was also sensitive to the relative placement of blockage. Similar to drawdown,
the closure for rB > rL was the same as the baseline (4.5 µm). However, where rB < rL the
maximum closure increased with increases in rB. Increasing rB also yielded increases in the
width and asymmetry of the hysteresis loop.
To investigate the influence of the relative strength of the blockage, the friction
coefficient, Cf , was varied from 0.01 to 0.25 for a fixed rB = 11m. The value of Cf = 0.25,
representing the weakest blockage, yielded negligible influence in the drawdown and closure
from the baseline case, because the fracture essentially behaved as if the blockage was
absent. Decreasing Cf caused an increase in the strength of the blockage, which increased
the drawdown and closure (Figure 16d). The time to reach equilibrium during recovery also
increased. Increasing Cf widened and created asymmetry in the hysteresis loop. The average
slope of the v-sw plots were identical at early-time, but increased at late-time with increases of
Cf .
Discussion
The sensitivity plots Figure 15 and Figure 16 show the apparent stiffness is controlled
largely by three parameters. The elastic modulus influenced the early time stiffness as seen
by the variations in slope before 100 sec (Figure 15d). The mid to late-time stiffness was
controlled by fracture normal stiffness, kn, (Figure 15c) and the void space ratio, α (Figure
15e). These parameters only influenced closure, and the model predicted that maximum
closure could be increased by decreasing E, decreasing kn, or increasing α. Reasonable
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changes in α were only capable of decreasing the general slope from 1.3 to 2.0 µm/m
(increasing maximum closure 2 microns), so of the three parameters, decreases in E would
have the largest impact on decreasing slope and increasing closure.
Leakage caused the fracture to appear stiffer by altering the radial distribution of
drawdown. Drawdown at early-time was limited to the vicinity of the well so the effect of
leakage was negligible. However, drawdown spreads radially with time and it begins to be
reduced as soon as it reaches rL (Figure 16a). Thereafter, drawdown was reduced compared
to baseline values where r < rL, and it was insignificant for r > rL. The distribution of
drawdown was limited to r < rL because a leakage feature acts as a fluid source, so less
drawdown is required to remove fluid from storage in the fracture.
Closure at the wellbore was reduced as a consequence of limiting the radial distribution
and magnitude of drawdown. A reduction in either the radial extent of drawdown (through
rL) or magnitude of drawdown (through Cw) will reduce closure. This is evident from the
response of v in response to variation in rL and Cw (Figure 16a and Figure 16b).
Leakage decreases both drawdown and closure, but it has a stronger affect on closure
than drawdown. This flattens the overall slopes of the v-sw plots and makes the fracture
appear stiffer.
The response at the wellbore was insensitive to fracture radius for the values used in the
simulations. In the 70 m fracture, the pressure at the tip of the fracture was decreased, but
the influence on drawdown at the wellbore was minor because of the presence of leakage.
Certainly, the response of a fracture without leakage would be strongly affected by the
fracture radius (e.g. pressure would increase sharply and the fracture would close when
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drawdown interacts with the fracture tip). However, in this case the leakage present in the
baseline case dominated the influence.
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CHAPTER FIVE
TECHNIQUES TO INFER FORMATION PROPERTIES FROM
FIELD MEASUREMENTS
This chapter describes methods to infer hydrologic properties and basic structure of
fractured rock from field observations. Interpretations of field data were either developed
or confirmed using the numerical model described in Chapter 4. Initial estimates of
hydromechanical properties using analytical methods provide a basic interpretation of the
field observations. The estimates are refined using optimization software and the DFrx
code. This chapter begins with sections describing the analysis used to obtain initial
estimates of properties, then describes the optimization technique used to refine those
estimates.
Initial Estimates
Methods were developed to interpret transient drawdowns and displacements to provide
initial estimates of five properties: fracture normal compliance, aperture, radial distance to a
lateral heterogeneity, fracture radius, and elastic modulus of the rock.
Fracture normal compliance
The fracture normal compliance, Cn , is defined by the normal displacement of a fracture
per change in effective stress for a uniformly distributed load. This is the inverse of fracture
normal stiffness, kn. The measurement of deformation provides valuable information to
estimate the fracture normal compliance, Cn , that would otherwise be unobtainable from a
single well pumping test. An HM well test, measures the displacement per change in head at
the wellbore, dv/dsw for transient pressure conditions in the fracture. However, the slope
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dv/dsw increases with time during both slug and pumping tests (Figure 13b and 13d), so it
was initially unclear how to use dv/dsw to estimate compliance, which is typically regarded as
a constant.
Numerical experiments were conducted using uniform fractures (no leakage or
blockage) and representative ranges for parameters. The slope dv/dsw was normalized using
kn and the results plotted as a function of drawdown (Figure 17). Plots for pumping tests
show the normalized slope is small and then increases to approximately 0.9 at the end of
either pumping and recovery. A similar result occurs with slug tests, where the normalized
slope approaches 0.9 at the end of the test . These results suggest that the slope dv/dsw
approaches 1/kn or Cn at the end of the test.
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The storativity, S, of a single fracture can be described by eqn. (18). Using the
relationship for this research, Cn = 1/ kn , it was assumed that

S ≈ γ Cn

(23)

So it follows that the late-time slope of the v-sw curve can be used to estimate S in uniform
fractures using eqn. (23). This approach was evaluated using the numerical experiments with
a range of parameters. As an example, using the late-time slope from Figure 13b in eqn. (23)
yields storativity, S = 4.4 x 10-6 (Table 3), whereas calculating S using kn from that model
gives 4.9 x 10-6, a relative error of R.E. = 0.011.

Table 3 Parameter estimates of modeled slug and pumping tests
T x10-5

δ

(m2/s)

(µm)

Model inputs 5.70

S x10-6

Kn x109
(Pa/m)

411

4.9

2.00

Interpreted results
Slug

7.4

449

4.4

2.22

Pumping

5.35

403

4.7

2.10

Using the late-time slope from pumping tests with leakage present, and applying eqn.
(23) to the plots of normalized slope, similar to Figure 17, typically underestimated the actual
compliance with a relative error less than 0.2. The leakage causes the fracture to appear
stiffer, because it alters the radial distribution of pressure which reduces the closure for same
drawdown at the wellbore.
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It is worth noting that the differences between the verification analyses and the results
from DFrx shown in Figure 12 can be explained if the effective S used by DFrx is 0.8 to 0.9
that used in the verification analyses. This is consistent with the findings in Figure 17.
Aperture
Initial estimates for aperture were developed by interpreting transient pressure signals
using two separate solutions to conventional hydraulic well test problems. Constant-rate
pumping tests were analyzed to obtain transmissivity and then the transmissivity was used to
estimate aperture. The aperture was also estimated for slug tests and compared to estimates
from pumping test analyses.
pumping tests
The drawdown in a pumping well is influenced by the volume of water stored in the
well. The unit-slope straight line drawdown behavior exhibited at early-time on a log-log
plot indicate drawdown is influenced by wellbore storage of the pumped well (Papadopulos
and Cooper 1967). The influence of wellbore storage decreases with time and becomes
negligible at t > 25 rc2/T .
The presence of leakage reduces drawdown during a pumping test. The effects of
leakage into the aquifer increase with time and eventually it dominates the drawdown
behavior by causing the drawdown to become steady.
Analysis of field tests in fractured rock indicated that drawdown was influenced by both
wellbore storage and leakage, so estimates of transmissivity, T, were obtained using an
analysis of a constant rate test in a leaky aquifer penetrated by a well with wellbore storage.
The method proposed by Hurr (1966) and later modified by Worthington (1981) was
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evaluated using the pressure record calculated by DFrx during a constant-rate pumping test.
Storativity must be estimated with reasonable accuracy to apply the Hurr-Worthington
method (Kruseman and deRidder 1994), and this has traditionally been a problem when only
a pumping well is available because the ability to estimate storativity will be poor (Kruseman
and deRidder 1994). However, the approach outlined in the previous section can be used to
estimate storativity.
The Hurr-Worthington method of analysis begins by dividing the well function, W(u), by
the dimensionless drawdown, 1/u, to get
uW (u ) =

u=

πrew2 Ssw
Qt

rew2 S
4Tt

(24)

(25)

The field data at each observed time is substituted into eqn. (24) to determine uW(u). Hurr
(1966) generated type curves for uW(u) as a function of u , so the corresponding u value can
then be determined graphically. Subsequently, T is calculated by substituting the field data
into eqn. (25). However, the wellbore storage and the leakage effects reduce the drawdown
in the well, which overestimates aquifer T, so the minimum transmissivity, Tmin, from the
entire data set represents the best estimate of transmissivity.
It was observed that the slope of the graph of u vs. uW(u) on log-log axes can be
approximated as constant for values of time, t > 3000rew2µCn/δ3. So, to simplify the
approach and eliminate the generation of type curves, the type curve for u vs. uW(u) was
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approximated by a power function. This approximation permits T to be calculated directly
from each drawdown point as

r2 γ C
T = ew n
4t

1.07

⎛ 4.7Qt ⎞
⎜ 2
⎟
⎝ π rewγ Cn sw ⎠

(26)

As before, the minimum T value represents the best estimate of transmissivity, so the
aperture, δ, of a single fracture can be calculated by substituting Tmin from eqn. (26) into the
cubic law, eqn. (16) Witherspoon (1980)
1/ 3

⎛ 12 µTmin ⎞
δ = ⎜⎜
⎟⎟
⎝ γ
⎠

(27)

Several numerical experiments were conducted for varying δ where storativity, S, was
calculated from Cn as outlined above and then the method described by eqns. (24)-(27) was
used to estimate δ. This produced reasonable values; for example, this method was used
with the data in Figure 13c. The actual aperture from the model was 411 µm, whereas
calculating aperture from eqn. (27) yields δ = 403 µm (Table 3),a relative error of 0.02.
slug tests
Numerical experiments were conducted to represent conditions during a slug test in
order to evaluate how to estimate δ from slug test data (Murdoch and Germanovich 2006).
First, the numerical results were compared to an analytical solution for a slug test in a
confined aquifer (Cooper et al. 1967), and the relative error between the numerical and
analytical solutions was less than 0.04 (Svenson 2006). It was observed that T could be
approximated using
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T ≈ 1.2

d c2
t0.37

(28)

where dc is the diameter of the casing attached to the upper packer, and t0.37 is the time
required for the head to decrease to 37 percent of the initial head (the same time used in the
Hvorslev analysis). This result is similar to the approach given by Butler (1998, page 58) for
estimating transmissivity using the Cooper et. al. (1967) analysis. This result was substituted
into eqn.(16) to obtain an estimate of the aperture. As an example, the model generated
results (Figure 13a) were used to interpret the aperture. The t0.37 obtained from the resulting
time-drawdown of the slug test simulation (Figure 13a) yielded δ = 449 µm. The actual
aperture was 411 µm, the same used for pumping models (Table 3). The relative error
between the actual aperture and estimated aperture using eqns. (16) and (27) was 0.09.
Distance to heterogeneity
Closure and drawdown were sensitive to heterogeneities such as crossing fractures or
blockages. One approach to estimating the distance to a heterogeneity is to conduct
pumping tests and determine the time, tx, when the head response differs from what would
occur in the absence of the heterogeneity. Following the method outlined in Streltsova
(1988), the distance to the heterogeneity is

rL =

δ 3t x
21.4 µCn

(29)

where µ is the dynamic viscosity of water, and tx is the time when a line representing the
slope of the middle-time region intersects a line of slope zero located on the late-time
constant head. The examples in Figure 13 assume homogeneous conditions, but numerical
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experiments were conducted on other cases with both leakage and blockage. These cases
used Cn evaluated from the late time slope, and the Hurr-Worthington method combined
with the cubic law to estimate the aperture, δ from eqn. (27). The application of eqn. (29)
predicted rL with relative errors less than 0.10.
Fracture radius and elastic modulus
The radius, a, and elastic modulus, E, of the fracture was estimated by developing two
equations and solving them for a, and E. One equation was developed using ambient
properties of the fracture. In this case, linear elastic fracture mechanics was used to
determine the minimum permissible radius of a static fracture held open to an aperture
determined from the transmissivity.
The other equation was developed by estimating the maximum closure displacement that
would occur as a result of a change in pressure distribution induced by pumping. Both of
these equations can be reduced to functions of a and E when field data describing other
variables are available.
The maximum radius before propagation of a fracture loaded by a uniform fluid
pressure, with σe = σc, can be defined from linear elastic fracture mechanics by (Tada et al.
2000)

a=

π ⎛ K IC ⎞

2

⎜
⎟
4 ⎜⎝ Po ⎟⎠

(30)

where KIC is the fracture toughness of the rock, and Po is the driving pressure at σe = σc .
The driving pressure is described by (Sneddon 1946)
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Po =

δ Lπ E
8a (1 − ν 2 )

(31)

where ν is poisson’s ratio, and E is the elastic modulus of the rock. Substituting eqn. (31)
into eqn. (30) yields the minimum radius of a fracture with aperture

a=

π ⎡

δ LE

⎢
16 ⎢ K IC 1 − ν 2
⎣

(

)

⎤
⎥
⎥⎦

2

(32)

The closure displacement was estimated for a reduction in fluid pressure caused by
pumping. The analysis assumes the fracture has a constant head boundary located at rL, and
is pumped to steady state. It is further assumed the pressure distribution at steady-state is
logarithmically distributed out to rL. The analysis considers the fracture toughness of
crystalline rock to be 1.0 MPa/m½(Atkinson 1987). The measured closure from the field is
set equal to the estimated closure to develop an implicit equation describing a and E.
The aperture of a fracture loaded by an axisymmetric driving pressure, Pd , that varies as
function of r, is determined using

δ=

8a (1 − ν 2 ) 1

πE

∫ρ

µd µ
µ2 − ρ2

1

∫
0

τ Pd (τµ a )
12 − τ 2

dτ

(33)

where ρ =r/a, and µ is Lame’s constant. The driving pressure, assumed to be a decreasing
logarithmic function of the radial distance, r, can be described by

⎡ ln ( r rL ) ⎤
Pd = Po − γ sw ⎢
⎥,
⎣ ln ( rw rL ) ⎦
Pd = Po ,
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0 ≤ r < rL
rL < r ≤ a

(34)

Substituting eqn. (34) into (33) yields the reduced aperture of the fracture. Subtracting the
reduced aperture evaluated at rw from the initial aperture at rw, results in the closure at the
wellbore, v (modified from Germanovich 2006, see Electronic Supplement in Appendix)

v≅

(

)

8 1 − ν 2 γ sw a

πE

(35)

These two equations (32) and (35) can then be solved for the fracture radius, a, and elastic
modulus, E. The variable rL is used from (29) and sw and v are obtained from the end of the
pumping period.
Model Optimization to Refine Initial Estimates
The optimization software, PEST, was used to control the numerical model, DFrx to
refine the initial estimates of formation properties. PEST is a model-independent program
that utilizes the Gauss-Marquardt-Levenberg method to minimize an objective function
using nonlinear regression. The objective function is the squared sum of the difference
between the measured drawdown and closure, and the model predicted drawdown and
closure, with each measurement having equal weighting. PEST repeatedly ran DFrx while
systematically adjusting the model parameters until the objective function was minimized.
Performance of the optimization software was improved by tuning it to the DFrx model.
This included the selection of the initial parameter values using the methods outlined above,
along with upper and lower bounds for each parameter. Setting parameters E and kn, to be
log transformed also improved the ability to reduce to the objective function. PEST has the
ability to automatically determine, through Automatic User Intervention, if parameters are
insensitive or highly correlated, and was able to withdraw the parameter(s) from the
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estimation process temporarily. For example, E, kn, and α, influenced drawdown and
closure at different times during the test, but were correlated because they all affected the
general stiffness of the fracture. Enabling the Automatic User Intervention feature greatly
improved reductions in the objective function.
The parameter estimation execution time was improved by reducing the number of
observations used in the objective function. Field measurements were reduced to a set of 24
drawdown and 24 closure measurements representing the response during pumping. PEST
was configured to calculate the objective function using these 48 field measurements
obtained from the pumping portion of a test; consequently, the data during the recovery
portion were not included in the objective function. Predicting only the pumping response
reduced computation time of the parameter estimation process, and the number of
optimization calculations were reduced because PEST was only required to optimize 48
observations.
The model predictions during recovery were generated after a minimum to the objective
function was determined and the parameters estimated. The predicted drawdown and
displacements during recovery generated using the final parameters were compared to the
field observations during recovery. This comparison was used as an additional means to test
the results of the optimization process.
The first execution of PEST successfully reduced the objective functions. In many
instances, the objective function could be reduced further by selectively adjusting parameters
and bounds manually, then re-executing PEST. The iterative process of manual intervention
between optimization iterations proved useful in reducing the objective function associated
with nearly all the field tests.
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CHAPTER SIX
SITE APPLICATION
This chapter describes results from hydromechanical well tests conducted in a well on
the campus of Clemson University. Descriptions of the field site are followed by an outline
of the basic field observations from HM well tests detailed in Chapter Three. The
techniques developed to characterize fractured rock in Chapter Four and Chapter Five are
then used to interpret the results from the HM well tests at the field site.
Setting
Field tests were conducted in a well drilled in fractured biotite gneiss (Nelson et al. 1998)
at the South Carolina Botanical Garden in Clemson, South Carolina, USA. The well is
0.15 m in diameter, cased through saprolite to a depth of 21 m, and is an open hole in
bedrock below that to a depth of 60 m.
Several hydraulically active fractures were identified over the length of the wellbore by
borehole surveys. A conventional wireline caliper tool was initially used to log the diameter
of the well and to detect possible obstructions in the borehole. A borehole video camera was
then used to map visible fractures exposed in the wellbore (Svenson 2006). Hydraulically
active intervals were identified using a heat pulse flow meter. Hydraulic conductivity profiles
of the borehole were estimated from slug tests using a straddle packer assembly along the
length of the wellbore in 1.5m long test intervals. The borehole surveys identified three
hydraulically active fractured zones at depths of approximately 25 m, 36 m, and 50 m in the
well. The maximum fracture density was 5 fractures/m and most of the fractures were
gently dipping (dip <20°), although some fractures dipped up to 50° (Svenson 2006).
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Hydraulic tests with packers were monitored using pressure transducers in the pumping
well and in a monitoring well located 5.3 m from the pumping well. The results showed that
the hydraulic response of each fractured zone was independent of the other zones, indicating
that there was minimal hydraulic interaction between the zones. Slug tests were conducted
with straddle packers in the pumping well, and a single packer in the monitoring well.
Pressure transducers monitored the change in head in, and above the straddled region of the
pumping well to detect the presence of leakage around the straddle packers. The head
remained constant above the straddle packers in the pumping well, indicating water was not
being drawn from above the straddle packers.
Pressure transducers were also located in the monitoring well above and below the single
packer. The depths of the hydraulically active region in the monitoring well were identified
by monitoring the head change above or below the packer during a slug test, and then
progressively lowering the packer and repeating.. The absence of head change above the
packer and the presence of change below it indicated the packer was located above a zone
that was hydraulically connected to the straddled interval in the pumping well. Through this
process, the connections between each zone were identified.
Field Response to Well Testing
Hydromechanical well tests were conducted at a depth of 25 m to compare the field
response of slug tests and pumping tests. In one example, a 3-m-long interval was isolated
with packers, and an air-slug test was conducted using a volume of 10 liters and a maximum
differential pressure head of 4.5 meters. The differential head increased to the maximum
value in 5 seconds (Figure 18a), then it decreased and returned to within 0.01 of the
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maximum head after 230 seconds. A peak displacement of 2.9 µm occurred 21 seconds after
the start of the test, and 16 seconds after the maximum pressure. As the head equilibrated,
the displacement returned to zero. The v-sw plot from the slug test is highly hysteretic
(Figure 18b), and it is asymmetric about an average slope in much the same way plot of the
theoretical analysis of a slug test are hysteretic and is asymmetric, e.g. (Figure 13b).
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Figure 18 Displacement, v, and differential pressure head, sw during field tests at 25 m
deep a) Slug-in test (10 L slug) b) v-sw during slug test c) constant rate
pumping test (600 sec @ 15 L/min) and recovery d) v-sw during pumping and
recovery.

A constant rate test was conducted at the same 25-m-depth interval by pumping for 10
min at 15 L/min to create a maximum drawdown of 6.5 meters (Figure 18c). The
drawdown recovered to 0.01of the maximum within 7 minutes of recovery. The
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displacement roughly followed the head, closing by a maximum of 10.7 µm at the end of
pumping. The displacement reversed and the fracture opened during recovery, but the
displacement took significantly longer than the drawdown to return to equilibrium, with
v vmax = 0.15 after 7 minutes and v vmax = 0.10 after 20 minutes (Figure 18c). In fact, a

slight displacement persisted when the head returned to equilibrium in the well.
The v-sw curves during pumping and recovery are nearly symmetric. In both cases, the
slope of the curve ranges from 0.2 µm/m early, to 6 µm/m, late in the test. The same type
of hysteresis predicted by the theoretical analysis (Figure 13d) occurs in the field data from
the constant rate test (Figure 18d).
Results from Pumping Tests
Pumping tests were conducted at each of the three hydraulically active fracture zones
centered at 25m, 35m, and 49m. All tests were conducted using a flow rate of 15 L/min and
a pumping time of 10 minutes followed by 20 minutes of recovery. The individual
drawdown and closure measurements are plotted on a logarithmic time scale, consistent with
conventional hydraulic test analyses (Theis 1935; Cooper and Jacob 1946; Papadopulos and
Cooper 1967), and the plots begin at 10 seconds. The results from each depth are grouped
together for comparison by depth, and they are compared to investigate the effects of a
packer in a neighboring monitoring well. Each fractured zone exhibited unique
characteristics, yet the tests at each depth can also be characterized by differences in effects
from a monitoring well packer. The data from each test are included in the electronic
supplement (Appendix).
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Noise in the closure measurement of all tests occurred during pumping, but not during
recovery. The noise was apparently due to the electromagnetic interference from the
downhole pump. The objective was to quantify the distribution of the noise present and
identify a 95% prediction interval for each test in order to determine whether the differences
in smoothed curves exhibited distinctly different system responses, and was not intended to
provide an analytical solution to the numerical model. The closure data during pumping was
imported into TableCurve (AISN Software Inc. 1996) and fit to an exponential equation,
given by

v (t ) = a + be ct

(36)

where a, b, and c are constants. TableCurve calculated r2 values for sets of equations defined
by three coefficients or less, and eqn. (36) yielded the largest r2 value for 10 of the 12 data
sets and was among the top 10 for the remaining two; thus, it was selected to represent all
the data sets.
The 95% prediction interval estimated by TableCurve was based on the statistical
distribution of the data about the exponential equation. A 95% prediction interval
represents the expected range of closure values for repeated tests based on a 95% probability
and the fit of the present experiment's data. The prediction intervals were plotted as a grey
band surrounding the smoothed curves (Figure 19). In addition, the data were smoothed
using the exponential smoothing technique discussed in Chapter Three. The closure plots
(Figure 19) show the smoothed curve (in black) and the interval (in gray) within which 95%
of the data from a repeated test would be expected to be observed. The v-sw plots (Figure
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19) show only the smoothed curve. The 95% prediction interval was found to decrease
with increases in distance between the pump and extensometer.
Results
The hydromechanical response is different for each of the three fractured zones. The
results at 25 m have the largest maximum drawdowns and closures of the three depths, with
drawdown of 6.4m and closure of 10.6 µm (Figure 19a). The drawdown increases with time
and appears to approach a constant value near the end of pumping. Drawdown immediately
decreases when the pump is shut off and it typically recovers to 0.05 within 4 minutes. The
slope of the v-sw plots at 25 m increase smoothly throughout pumping, such that the shape of
the v-sw plot from pumping and recovery resembles a symmetric, bi-convex lens. The curve
is symmetric between the early-time pumping and late-time pumping, and the recovery
response is nearly identical to the pumping response. The test with the monitoring well
packers at 27.7 m was pumped for an additional 5 minutes before shutting off the pump to
begin the recovery portion of the test (Figure 19a).
The results at 35m are characterized by maximum drawdowns from 4.1 to 4.8 m and
closures from 1.0 to 2.5 µm (Figure 19b). The drawdowns increase throughout pumping,
and increase at a rate faster than the drawdowns from 25 meters deep. The drawdowns
equilibrated slower than at 25m, requiring from 6 minutes to more than 10 minutes to
recover 95%. The closure is slow to change at the start of the test, with less than 0.5 µm of
displacement during the first 100 seconds. This is less than one quarter of the total
displacement of 2.2 µm that occurred at 35 m. In contrast, more than half of the total
displacement occurred during the first 100 seconds of pumping at 25 m depth (Figure 19a)
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The slope of the v-sw plot is less than 0.1 µm/mhead at the start of pumping, but it
increases to approximately 1.0 µm/mhead at the end of the test . This trend is also exhibited in
the recovery data. Interestingly, the slope changes abruptly after 3 m of drawdown, which
creates a v-sw plot shaped similar to a parallelogram. This shape differs from the one at 25 m,
where the slope changes steadily from 0.3 µm/mhead to 5.2 µm/mhead to create a curve shaped
like a bi-convex lens.
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The results at 49m are characterized by maximum drawdowns from 4.3 to 5.0m and
closures ranging from 0.4 to 1.7 µm (Figure 19c). These maximum values are the smallest
of the three depths tested, and the recovery of the drawdowns was the quickest, requiring
less than 3 min to recover to 0.05. The shapes of the v-sw plots have characteristics of both
the overlying depths—the one labeled “open” is has the sharp changes in slope that
resemble the response at 35 m, whereas the other two resemble the lens-like shapes from 25
m.
Effect of packer in monitoring well
The influence of a packer in a monitoring well 5.3 m away was investigated by changing
the depth of straddle packers located in the monitoring well. The open monitoring well
provided a storage source and a connection among the fractures located at various depths in
the monitoring well. Straddle packers in the monitoring well spaced 1.5 m apart were
expected to influence the volume of wellbore storage available to the fractured zone and the
connectivity between the fractures of different depths. The label for each plot in Figure 19
indicates the depth to the top of the straddled interval in the monitoring well, dmi
For each pumping well depth, tests were conducted with the monitoring well open
(packers deflated), and with the straddle packers located at different depths. The open
monitoring well permitted access to water stored in the casing, and provided the maximum
connectivity between the fractures that intersect the well. In all but one test (depth= 35m,
and dmi=35m), the open monitoring well yielded the smallest maximum closures and
drawdowns compared to other tests at the same depth with packers in the monitoring well.
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The monitoring well packers typically influenced the maximum drawdown and closure,
but the shape of the v-sw plot was unaffected. The different tests conducted 25 m deep in the
pumping well (Figure 19a) show dmi has the largest influence on the closures after 3 minutes,
ultimately resulting in maximum closures differing by 4 µm. However, the general shape
remains unchanged, with the slope of the v-sw plots initially equal to 0.5 µm/m ± 0.15
µm/m and gradually increasing to 6.0 µm/m ± 1.0 µm/m.
The shape of the v-sw plots from 35m deep (Figure 19b) exhibit the same general shape,
with an initial slope of 0.1 µm/m ± 0.1 µm/m that steadily increases to 1.7 µm/m ± 0.1
µm/m beginning after 3 m of drawdown. Two tests at this pumping depth have unique
characteristics. The test where dmi = 35 m exhibits the most drawdown and the least closure
of the 5 tests, and also exhibits a unique closure signal during recovery where the closure rate
decreases rapidly and then increases before returning toward equilibrium. The test where dmi
= 39 m exhibits unique behavior in the recovery portion of the v-sw plot, because closure
begins to equilibrate at a larger drawdown than the other curves, and then has a tail with a
slope of 0.3 µm/m. These two tests also have a near zero slope during the initial pumping
portion of the v-sw plot.
The plots from tests at 49m deep (Figure 19c) show that the maximum closure and
maximum drawdown increases when packers are used in the monitoring well. The results
also show that the v-sw plot has a closer resemblance to the shape of a symmetric convex lens
with the monitoring well packers present, than with the monitoring well open. The slope of
the v-sw plots are initially 0.05 µm/m ± 0.02 µm/m. It increase to 0.6 µm/m ± 0.1 µm/m
for the open monitoring well case and 1.1 µm/m ± .1 µm/m for the case with monitoring
well packers in place.
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Interpretation of Pumping Measurements
Parameters were estimated from three representative tests, selected from: 25m, 35m,

sw (m)

49m (Figure 20).
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Figure 20 Field data from representative constant rate pumping tests at 3 different depths,
smoothed and overlain by results from simulation of best fit parameters
generated by model inversion a) 25m:open b) 35m: dmi =37.5 c) 49m: dmi.=47.0

Initial estimates
Five parameters were estimated from the field data using the methods described earlier.
For the representative data at 25m deep, the compliance, estimated from the late-time slope
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is 6.5 x 10-10 m/Pa (stiffness = 1.5 x 109 Pa/m), and the aperture estimated from HurrWorthington was 376 µm. The analysis estimated the heterogeneity was 36 m away from the
well. The fracture radius was estimated to be 52 m, and the elastic modulus was estimated as
39 GPa. The analytical estimates from all three data sets are given in Table 4.

Table 4

Estimates of parameters interpreted from field measurements

Parameter

Initial
Depth

Initial

PEST

Initial

PEST

25

35

49

(GPa/m)

1.50 1.34

4.51 9.80

14.2 1.75

δow (µm)

539

652

641

δil (µm)

376 182

444 576

420 188

Fracture Normal Stiffness,

Contact Aperture,

PEST

Initial Loaded Aperture,

kn

Fracture Radius,

a (m)

52 50

92 92

127 200

Elastic Modulus, E

(GPa)

39 35

44 70

55 51

(m)

36 0.09

87 .45

110 0.15

Cw (sec-1)

-4.6

Distance to Leakage, rL
Matrix Conductance @ rL

Distance to Blockage, rB

10

10

-4.4

10-3.8

(m)

10.45

0.2

0.3

Cf

.001

.014

.05

Friction Coefficient @ rB

Model inversion estimates
PEST was executed once to revise the five initial estimates, and 3 other parameters.
Experience with the model suggested that eqn. (29) overestimates rL, particularly for weak
heterogeneities, so the initial rL for PEST was decreased to ½ of the original estimate.
Published values for the normalized contact area ratio, α of natural fractures at low stress
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(< 2MPa) suggest that α = 0.6 is a reasonable estimate (Pyrak-Nolte et al. 1987). This value
was fixed throughout the estimation routine, because it was highly correlated with kn and E.
Sensitivity analysis of the model described in Chapter Four indicated a moderate strength of
leakage of 10-4.1 sec-1 influences the drawdown and closure. This permits the parameter
estimation software to detect the influence of leakage strength and control the value to
minimize the objective function. Blockage was included in the parameter estimation with a
strength of 0.01 and initial rB= rL/2. The sensitivity analysis showed that blockage at rB> rL
had negligible effect on the drawdown and closure; therefore, blockage was placed before
the leakage in the initial PEST execution is to increase the likelihood that the objective
function would be sensitive to the parameter.
The best fit was achieved by inspecting the PEST run record, examining the values and
sensitivities of each parameter, then manually adjusting the parameters and bounds and reexecuting PEST. Most often, this involved a cycle of moving parameter bounds farther out
when parameters were stuck at the bounds during the parameter estimation process, and
then restricting the parameter bounds to facilitate successful DFrx executions. The final
drawdown and closure generated by PEST yield an objective function value of 3.1, 4.0, and
0.9 for the tests at 25m, 35, and 49m respectively. The mean residuals of drawdown and
closure for the three depths are:

• -0.03 m (with a standard error of ±0.13m) and -0.21 µm (±0.51 µm) for 25 m test,
• 0.09 m (±0.29m) and -0.14 µm (±0.28µm) for 35 m test, and
• -0.09 m (±0.18m) and -0.03 µm (±0.07µm) for 49m test depth
The parameters estimated from PEST are in Table 4.
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Discussion
This section discusses the distinguishable characteristics of the field observations, and
compares the observations based on these characteristics. Next, the ability of the
optimization software to reduce the objective function based on the observations is
discussed, followed by the implications of the optimized properties.
Field measurements
The test results were categorized according to depth, and each depth was subcategorized
by access to storage in the monitoring well.
variations with depth
The measurements at different pumping depths can be distinguished by the maximum
drawdown and closure. The maximum drawdowns from 25 m deep were at least 1.5 m larger
than from 49 m and roughly 2.0 m larger than from 35m deep. The maximum closure
decreases with depth. The maximum closure from 49 m deep is less than 1 µm, and
increases to roughly 2 µm from 35 m. The shallowest fracture had the most closure--nearly
an order of magnitude larger then the deeper tests.
The three pumping depths had two distinguishable shapes of v-sw plots. The shapes from
25m were similar to a symmetric bi-convex lens, and the plots from 35 m deep were similar
to a parallelogram. The measurements from 49 m deep had characteristics of both shapes.
effect of packer in monitoring well
The maximum drawdown and closure were inferred to be sensitive to storage in a nearby
monitoring well and the connectivity it provided among the fracture network, but the shape
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of the v-sw plots and late-time slope typically were less sensitive to the changes. The open
monitoring well provided the largest access to wellbore storage and connectivity to fractures
in the test interval, and the results typically indicate that the open monitoring well yielded the
least drawdowns and closures among tests from the same pumping depth. Wellbore storage
of the monitoring well was most accessible to the pumped test interval when the straddle
packers were located at the bottom of the interval in the monitoring well and when the well
was open. These two conditions usually yielded the least closure during a test. Decreasing
the depth of the monitoring well packers typically increased closure. Therefore, increasing
the fraction of the interval open to wellbore storage of the monitoring well decreased
maximum fracture closure. This suggests that closure was affected by the wellbore storage
of the monitoring well more than the connectivity among fractures.
Application of parameter estimation
The optimization routine was able to match the shape of the v-sw plots, the maximum
drawdown, and the maximum closure reasonably well, but there are several differences
between the theoretical results and the field observations. The theoretical results from the
25m data matched both the drawdown and closure of the field measurements equally well at
all times during pumping and recovery However, the other two theoretical results
overestimated the early time closure and drawdown and underestimated the maximum
closure. This occurred because the model was unable to simulate the maximum closure in
these examples without also resulting in significant early time drawdown and recovery.
Consequently, the predicted late-time slopes of the v-sw plots deviate from the field
observation, with the 35m predictions underestimating the slope, and the 49 m predictions,
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overestimating the slope (Figure 20). Additionally, the model typically underestimated the
time required for closure to completely equilibrate during recovery.
Outcome of optimization process
The parameter estimation technique controlled the values of eight parameters, starting
with initial estimates from the field data. The final values represent the best estimate of
fracture properties in the field, based on the assumptions of the idealized model of an
equivalent fracture, and ability of the model to accurately predict the observations.
The PEST-generated parameters were compared to the initial estimates to evaluate the
overall approach. The PEST-optimized aperture from 25 m and 49 m deep was about ½ that
given by the initial estimates. Reducing aperture typically increases drawdowns, but the
optimization yielded leakage close to the well (rL ~ 0.1 m), which minimizes the change to
the drawdowns because water is allowed to enter the fracture through the leakage.
Ultimately, the optimization routine was more sensitive to Cw than rL, resulting in, the
drawdowns in all three cases (25m 35m and 49m) being controlled by changing Cw with rL
fixed close to the well.
PEST yielded a reduced strength of the leakage for the 25 m case, which permitted the
pressure front to affect a larger area of the fracture than the initial estimate, and PEST
reduced the stiffness of the fracture by decreasing both kn, and E. The optimization yielded
a strong blockage (Cf = .001) at rb =11 m which increased the drawdowns in the fracture and
hence increased closure once the flow interacted with the blockage. In essence, the PEST
solution maintained the same drawdown at the wellbore as the initial estimates, but increased
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the closure by increasing the drawdown away from the well. Decreasing the heads farther
out means a larger surface area is subject to large effective stresses, which causes closure.
To decrease maximum closure for the 35 and 49 m cases, PEST increased the stiffness,
increased the strength of the leakage, and located blockage close to the well compared to the
initial estimate. In both cases, PEST increased E to increase stiffness, and in the 35 m case
increased fracture normal stiffness, kn, as well. Increasing the strength of the leakage
reduced the drawdowns slightly and limited the radius of influence of the pressure front.
Likewise, blockage close to the well limited the radius of influence, and reduced the
maximum closure.
In general, the initial estimates of parameters provided theoretical results that were close
enough to the field data to allow the minimization process to proceed. This was the primary
objective of the process for identifying initial parameter estimates and it seems to have been
successful for this application. It is clear, however, that the parameter estimates providing
the “best” fit are significantly different from many of the initial estimates.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
DISCUSSION
The methods outlined for pumping tests were used to characterize the spatial
distribution of properties as a function of depth in the well. Estimates from the three
pumping tests were combined with estimates from slug tests conducted both at the fracture
zones and in the tighter rock between them. The results show that the transmissivity
estimated using eqns. (26) and (28) range from 7 x 10-7 to 1 x 10-4 m2/s, for the different
tests (Figure 21). Estimates of storativity, S, using eqn. (23) with Cn derived from the latetime slope of the v-sw plots range from 7.0 x10-7 (Cn = 7.1 x10-11 m/Pa) to 1.0 x10-5 (Cn = 1.0
x10-9 m/Pa) for the different tests. In general, these results indicate that the slug tests result
in a larger estimate of transmissivity and a smaller storativity than the pumping tests did.
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Figure 21 Transmissivity and storativity from slug tests and pumping tests
conducted at depths ranging from 23m to 49m, plotted with the depth as
the ordinate axis.

Comparison to Open Well Test Data
A constant rate test in an open borehole was conducted, and storativity was
estimated using drawdown data from a monitoring well to compare the approach
outlined above. The Papadopulos et al. (1967) method that accounts for wellbore
storage gave a value of transmissivity, T = 1.1 x10-4 m2/s and S = 1x10-4. Summing
the T values along the borehole (Figure 21) yielded a range of 5.0 x10-4 to 6.0 x10-4
m2/s, where the lower limit of the range used the values from pumping when
multiple values were present for the same depth, and the upper limit used only values
from slug-in tests.
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Transmissivity values summed from the packer tests were greater than that from
the open hole test. This could be because the duration of the open hole test was
roughly 10 times longer than the packer tests, so the longer test would be affected by
a different permeability structure than the shorter one. Shapiro and Hsieh (1998)
found that fluid injection tests and slug tests conducted at the same location can be
interpreted to yield transmissivity values that differ by as much as an order of
magnitude. The difference was attributed to the variability in the storativity of the
individual fractures, and to deviations from assumed radial flow paths caused by
complex connectivity of the fracture network.
The storativity of the formation was compared to the open borehole data by
summing S values from the packer test data determined using eqn. (23), to yield, S =
1.7 x10-5 to 3.2 x10-5. This was roughly an order of magnitude less than the value
from the open borehole test. The storativity from an open-hole test will depend on
the hydraulic diffusivity (T/S) of the discrete intervals {Shapiro, 1998 #488}. The
sum of the storativity of the discrete intervals will be equal to the open borehole S
only if the discrete intervals have equal storativity {Shapiro, 1998 #488}, and the
field results (Figure 21) show S from the discrete intervals can vary by two orders of
magnitude. Consequently, summing the storativity values is a simplification of the
complex fractured rock formation, but as a first approximation the reduced
storativity can be explained if the saprolite contributed to the storativity of the
formation. The saturated saprolite was 14 m thick and a specific storage of 10-5 m-1
yields S = 1.4x10-4.
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Reducing Non-Uniqueness of Estimates
Estimating the distribution of permeability, in addition to its average value, has
been an important goal of hydraulic well tests, but this type of interpretation is
plagued by problems of non-uniqueness when using the pressure signal alone (Doe
and Osnes 1985; Elsworth and Doe 1986; Hsieh 2000). Analyzing the displacement
signal can reduce the problem of non-uniqueness because deformation responds
differently to heterogeneity than pressure does. To demonstrate this point, consider
two flat-lying fractures similar to the ones analyzed for Figure 13, except they are
intersected by crossing fractures at some distance from the well. One fracture has an
aperture of 4 x10-4 m and is intersected by leakage (representing a conductive
crossing fracture, for example) at r = 26 m, whereas the other has an aperture of 2
x10-4 m and is intersected by leakage at r = 0.2 m. Constant-rate pumping tests
conducted on these two fractures give drawdown curves that are essentially identical
(Figure 22). Both curves show the flattening of semi-log curve that is the signature
of leakage from a boundary (Streltsova 1988), but the different locations of the two
leakage zones cannot be distinguished from the pressure signals, using eq. (29) for
example. However, leakage changes the pressure distribution over the fracture and
this affects the deformation, so the displacements are much different even though
the pressure signals at the wellbore are similar. In this case, leakage near the well
reduces the extent of the pressure disturbance created by the constant-rate test and
this markedly reduces the displacements compared to the case with the more distant
leakage. This example demonstrates how including displacement measurements can
improve the uniqueness of an interpretation.
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Figure 22 Simulated constant-rate pumping tests on two different fractures a) head
and displacement as a functions of time during the test b) v-sw plot

Current Limitations and Path Forward
The results presented here indicate that displacement measurements can improve
the interpretation of hydraulic well tests, but it is important to keep in mind that the
results are based on several simplifying assumptions. For example, an analysis from
an idealized fracture showed that dv/dsw late in a slug test or constant rate test
approximates the fracture normal compliance, and this is the basis for the simple
graphical interpretation of the v-sw curve to estimate Cn. However, the slope of the vsw curve underestimates Cn when leakage is present near the well. This is illustrated
nicely in the example in Figure 22, where leakage near the well causes the fracture to
appear stiffer than when leakage is farther away. The values derived from simple
analytical expressions used with field data (e.g. eqns. 23,27,29,32,35) were regarded
only as initial estimates of parameters because they were based on highly idealized
conditions. More accurate estimates of the parameters required using parameter
estimation techniques to fit models to the field data. The comparison of the final
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estimates to the initial provided an additional means to interpret the field
measurements.
The DFrx analysis used for this work considered mechanical interaction between
rock and groundwater that was more detailed than many conventional groundwater
analyses, but it was idealized compared to the field conditions. The subsurface was
assumed to be represented as a single, axisymmetric fracture that was normal to a
vertical well. In the field, many of the tested intervals contained multiple fractures
that were inclined with respect to the borehole. The effects of these fractures
probably could be roughly approximated using superposition by assuming their basic
properties were the same, they were axisymmetric with the wellbore, did not interact
with each other, and that the effect of inclination to the borehole on displacement
could be accounted for with simple trigonometry (which was ignored here by
assuming the fractures are nearly horizontal). These assumptions allowed the results
from DFrx to be applied to the field site.
Nevertheless, it is clear the borehole includes some intervals where the wall rock
next to fractures is weathered and others where the wall rock is unaltered, so it seems
likely that the basic properties of these fractures are different. Moreover, arrays of
parallel fractures will interact mechanically so that the end-most fractures open more
widely than the inner ones do (Germanovich and Astakhov 2004b, 2004a), so simple
superposition cannot fully account for the displacement caused by the array. The
different dips of the fractures further complicates the situation because it is
inevitable that shear stresses are resolved on some of these fractures. Some of these
factors can be included by modifying DFrx, whereas others will require adopting and
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refining different codes, like the ones described by Cappa et. al. (2006), in future
analyses of hydromechanical well tests.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
CONCLUSION
The development of the hydromechanical well test and the interpretation of the
results improves the accuracy and resolution with which subsurface formations can
be characterized. The development effort included designing, fabricating and testing
new removable borehole extensometers with submicron accuracy. The
extensometers were used in the field to measure displacements during pumping and
slug tests. The tests were conducted between packers spaced about 3m apart, so it
was possible to develop considerable spatial resolution with depth. The results from
different depths show distinctly different data sets (e.g. Figure 19 and Figure 20),
suggesting the data result from characteristics unique to each depth. The field data
sets were interpreted using theoretical analyses and an idealized numerical model that
coupled fluid flow and elastic displacements of a deformable fracture. The methods
and analyses developed for HM well tests were evaluated by applying them to a site
located in fractured rock.
Extensometer Design
The design of the extensometers advances the capability of measuring
displacements in boreholes. The extensometers are removable, nondestructive to the
wellbore, readily deployed and can be remotely actuated at different depths. The
devices have been mounted between inflatable packers and used at depths to 58 m in
wellbores during hydraulic well tests to successfully measure submicron-scale
displacements. The displacement measurements are estimated to be accurate to
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tenths of a micron and a suite of pumping slug tests indicate that the data are
repeatable to within ± 0.2 µm (Figure 8 and Figure 9). Calculations predict the
temperature compensation system reduces the thermal sensitivity of the
extensometers to less than 0.3 µm/°C. Registration components position the
devices within a close tolerance (roughly 3 µm) at the start of each test, and this
allows relatively quick deployment and the use of a high resolution LVDT. The
devices appear to be well suited for measuring displacements during hydraulic well
tests, and they may be well suited to other geotechnical applications as well.
Deformation Measurement
The field methods were evaluated in a wellbore that intersects fractured biotite
gneiss at the South Carolina Botanical Gardens. Measurements of wellbore
displacements were made using a portable extensometer between straddle packers to
characterize axial deformation during hydraulic well tests.
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The transient displacements roughly follow wellbore pressure, with the borehole
lengthening presumably due to fracture dilation as the wellbore pressure increased.
In detail the displacement was a hysteretic function of wellbore pressures; the
displacement early in a test was always less than it was at the same pressure later in
the test. This occurred in slug tests and constant-rate tests, and it was observed both
in theoretical simulations and in field observations (Figure 13 and Figure 18). This
loop-like shape occurs in v-sw curves described by others (Gale 1975; Myer 1991; Alm
1999; Cornet et al. 2003; Cappa et al. 2005). The shape of the loop is reproducible at
a given fracture, but it varies between fractures and it appears to contain information
about the fracture network at a particular location (Figure 19). Interestingly, Riley
(1969) and Heywood (1998) used extensometers to measure displacements during
long-term pumping test in sand aquifer and their data are remarkably similar to
Figure 13b, d, and Figure 18b, d. The hysteretic behavior between displacement and
pressure was typical of all the hydraulic well tests (Figure 19).
Behavior Predictions from Idealized Model
A numerical model that simulates hydromechanical well tests performed on a
single idealized deformable fracture was used to predict head changes and
displacements in the wellbore. The model results were compared to published
solutions (Theis 1935; Cooper et al. 1967; Papadopulos and Cooper 1967) of
hydraulic well tests in confined aquifers. The comparison shows that heads
predicted by DFrx were greater than heads from the Theis curve when the
parameters from a deformable fracture were scaled to those for a confined aquifer
(Figure 12). The difference in head can be explained because the storativity of the
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deformable fracture was assumed to be constant and proportional to the normal
compliance of the fracture during the comparison. Numerical experiments suggest
that the apparent storativity of a deformable fracture is relatively small early in a well
test and it increases during the test and approaches the normal compliance at the end
of the test. This difference in storativity explains the differences between the DFrx
results and the Theis solution.
The model output was sensitive to changes in fracture geometry, properties and
heterogeneities, according to a sensitivity analysis conducted by varying
representative values of parameters (Figure 15 and Figure 16). The general stiffness
of the simulated fracture in the sensitivity analysis was dominated by the elastic
modulus and fracture normal stiffness; increasing these properties resulted in a
reduction of the general slope of the v-sw plot (Figure 15c and Figure 15d).
Increasing the pumping rate or decreasing the aperture of the fracture caused the
drawdown to increase approximately linearly with increases in closure (Figure 15a
and Figure 15b). In general, varying any of the four heterogeneity properties, rL, Cw,
rB, Cf caused significant changes to both the drawdown and displacement. A change
in the size, shape and slope of the v-sw plots results from variations in any of the four
heterogeneity properties (Figure 16). In general the presence of localized leakage
intersecting the fracture reduced the drawdown and closure as well as the width of
the hysteresis in the v-sw plot. The presence of a localized blockage feature typically
increased the drawdown, and increasing the strength of the blockage increased both
the maximum drawdown and closure.
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Field Measurement Interpretations
Simple relations (eqns. 23- 35) have been developed to infer fracture properties
from hydromechanical field tests, and the properties were refined by combining the
numerical model with an optimization software package called PEST. The methods
developed to infer these properties from field measurements were derived from
theoretical analyses and from predictions using the numerical model. The
optimization package refined the estimates by minimizing the sum of the residual
values between the field observations and the modeled results. The PEST-generated
properties were used to improve interpretations of the site conditions, because they
considered the presence of heterogeneities using the numerical model. Six fracture
characteristics thought to influence the drawdown and closure during pumping tests
were investigated: (1) aperture (2) fracture normal stiffness (3) elastic modulus (4)
fracture radius (5)leakage and (6) blockage.
Site Characterization
Pumping tests were conducted at hydraulically active fracture zones at 25m, 35m,
and 49m in biotite gneiss. The basic measurements were characterized by three
traits: maximum drawdown, which varied between 4.2 m and 6.5 m; maximum
closure, which varied between 0.4 µm and 14 µm; and the shape of the v-sw plot,
which varied between a symmetrical bi-convex lens and a parallelogram (Figure 19).
The model was used with PEST to match predicted responses (drawdown, and
closure) to the field observations (Figure 20). The mean residuals between the
simulated and field displacement observations was within the repeatability of the
extensometer (02. µm), and the mean residual for drawdown was less than 0.1 m.
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Standard errors were less than 0.5 µm for displacement and 0. 3 m for the
drawdown. The largest discrepancy in shape existed in the data from tests
conducted at 35 m. In this case, the model overpredicted drawdown and closure at
early-times and underpredicted the closure at late times late in pumping (Figure 20).
The properties of each interval were estimated from graphical and analytical
methods, then refined using the optimization package (Table 4). In all cases, the
initial estimates were sufficient for the parameter estimation algorithm to improve
the fit, so the methods for obtaining the initial values seem to work fairly well.
Several property values changed significantly from the initial estimates. These
changes occurred because the initial values were estimated by assuming highly
idealized conditions, which ignored the presence of heterogeneities; whereas, the
refined estimates were obtained using the numerical model that included a blockage
and leakage in the fracture. The heterogeneities play an important role in the
response and including them causes significant changes in the coupled non-linear
system. Thus, it appears that heterogeneities play an important role in
hydromechanical responses and the parameter optimization procedure is required to
interpret parameters in heterogeneous systems.
The importance of heterogeneities was shown in test results where straddle
packers were placed in a monitoring well (Figure 19). The monitoring well was
thought to provide a point of increased leakage through water stored in the wellbore,
and by providing a localized connection among fractures at different depths. Placing
a packer in the well was thought to reduce the leakage, and changing the depth of the
packer altered the leakage by changing the connections between the fractures.
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The packers in the monitoring well had a minimal effect on the drawdown, but
significantly changed the displacements. Including the packer typically increased the
displacements, which also caused the width of the hysteresis loop to increase. The
response was similar to the sensitivity plot for Cw (Figure 16) where decreasing Cw
increased the slope and the width of the v-sw plot. This suggests that
hydromechanical well tests are sensitive to the connectivity between fractures, and
implies that the data from these tests and can be interpreted to learn about the
connectivity of a fracture network.
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APPENDIX
The electronic supplement is available online and will be burned onto a CD if a bound
copy of the dissertation is requested. Included in each of the following file folders is a text
document, named readme.txt, that describes the information and formats of the various files
within each folder.
Electronic Supplement file folders

•

photographs: included are photographs of the extensometer and field equipment
in .jpg format

•

dfrx: included are executable and input files for DFrx and the Fortran source
code.

•

data: included are the field data obtained from the Clemson Well Field.

•

derivation of closure for logarithmic pressure reduction
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